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USF Grieves With Nation ·For King

MARTIN WTHER KING
I cm suie the entire ~unity moul'lll the untimely cleath af
Martin Luther King. It c:ame al a rwsult of violence to a man

who 50ught non-violent 50lutions, This country"'" risen Jo

~·· bec:oute of its democratic philosophy and p«>eedum:
These lnc:lucle discussion without rancor, the right to the ballot,
and when decisions are reac:hed, the joining together to lmplement them .

Individuals who violate the law or tab the law

lnta their awn, hands subvert our clemoc:ratic tradition-.

,

Iii
.~.Allen

o:;;.~nt

By STAFF WRITERS
Grief, shock, peace and level-headedness marked
USF's reaction last week to the news that Dr. Martin
Luther King had been felled by an assassin's bullet in
Memphis, Tenn.
Students, faculty and staff members randomly
polled after the assassination last Thursday were
grief stricken like much of the nation and the world.
But the violence that plagued much of the nation
last weekend didn't appear on campus.
AND INDICATIONS were Monday that it probably
wouldn't.
Herbert Wunderlich ,. vice president of student affairs, said he had no evidence of any plans for violent
reaction to the death of the Negro civil rights leader.
Wunderlich added that he hopes no violent activities would take place. He said King's non-violent phisophy is "the only way for humanity."
STUDENT REACTION on campus included :
"The Negro has no patience," said Wendell Johnson, lCBS, regarding t?e present situation caused by

Festival Opens
Thursday Night
With 'Tower'

JOHNSON SAID that Martin Luther King's death
has caused an awful lot of hate. " It shows that the
majority of Negroes do hate the white. man," he com~
mented.
"Martin Luther King was the last Negro leader
for peace, and look what happened to him. Why waste
time following behind him? " Johnson asked.
Yet he doesn't feel that violence is the answer either.
"Something must happen now ... not in the next
American people," Johnson explained. "Marches
won't do it. Violence has been and is being used now
as a 'transportation vehicle' to put one point across
... that the Negro has no patience and will not wait
another hundred years for his freedom.

Something must happen now . . . not in the next
15 years, because if they wait any longer this country

may not be here."
Vietnam is another issue. Johnson feels that the
Negro youth are unpatriotic. "Why should we stake
our lives for freedom in Vietnam," he asks, "when
we have none here in our own country?"
AS FAR AS THE riots being held now, Johnson
said he thinks they may quite down in the next two or
three days. But if they don't, he predicted a violent
summer.
Junior co-ed - When a man preaches a concept
and a number of people follow him, it does't mean
that when the man dies, the concept also dies, but Negroes might now b·e more susceptible to people like
Rap Brown.
Roger Ahearn, recent graduate - Violence has
come to the forefront now that King has died because
there is no one of his stature who espouses the nonviolent point of view.
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The program for the
Fifth Annual Florida Poetry Festival has been announced. T h e -festival,
opening Thursday evening,
is devoted to the creati<rn
and criticism of poetry and
to its re-creation through
oral interpretation and listening.
James Dickey, Consultant in Poetry to the Li·
brary of Congress and recipient of many awards for
his poetry, will be the
guest poet.
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·Balloting Starts At 8
In USF's Elections

· The Schedule of Everits
is as follows:
THURSDAY: (8:30 p.m.)
"Ivary Tower," in the
Theatre.
FRIDAY: (8:45-9:45a.m.)
Registration in the University Center (CTR) second
floor) (10-noon. Poet's Worshop in CTR 252). 10-noou,
Individual Oral Interpretation. Student reading from
USF are: Pam Dameron in
CTR 200. Martha Tiller in
CTR 202. Ben Hooks :n
CTR 204 and Ted Curry in
CTR 205).
2-2:50 p.m. Robert Wal1.~ce will be reading his poetry in the The.atre) .
(3-3 :50 p.m. Frank Galati, speech instructor, will
be reading Vladimir Nabokov's "Pale Fire" in the
Theatre. Tickets are not
required).
(4 - 4 :50 p.m. Festival
Reception honoring Dickey
Wallace, visiting faculty
and students in FAH Patio.
(9 :30 - noon .Re ad er s'
reception}.
(8:30 p.m . Dickey reading from his poetry in the
Theatre. ).
Tickets are required and
may be obtained at the
Theatre Box Office.
Richard Wright.
SATURDAY: (9:30-noon,
Poet's · Workshop in CTR
252).
Theatre and Choral Read:ings in the Theatre and
F AH 101. Some of the selections that will be pre·
sented in the Theatre are:
"The Wasteland" by T. S.
Eliot; "The Love Suicides
of Sonezaki" by Chikamatsu; and excerpts from
" John Brown's Body" by
Stephen Vincent Benet.
Readings in F AH 101 will
include: Selected Poems of
E . E . Commings; Som.e
Lyrics of John Lennon and
"Jornado," a verse play by
Richard Wright).
(12 :30-1 :45 p.m. Festival
Luncheon in the CTR Ballr oom) .
(2-3 :15 p.m. Festival Assembly).

the death of Martin Luther King.
"You can't walk up to a 15 year old kid and tell
him to wait . . . that everything will be all right, because we've been waiting for 200 years, and he knows
it as well as the older generation does."

8

Photo by Walter Bart>?ur

'Lysistrata' And Company
'Lysistrata' will be presented Saturday eveningL at 8 in · the Business Administration
Auditorium as part oI the Fifth Annual Florida Poetry Festival. The play by Aristophenes

deals with the age-old µroblems of war and
sex. The Speech Department is sponsoring
the production with Frank Galati directing.
·
(Please see i:el~ted st{)ry Page 11).

Dram(I
Po_~try, ___
Top Festival

Here ·This Week
8 See related

See Analysis Page 3

The poils open today at 8 a.m. for the first spring
general election for college representatives to the Student Association (SA) legislature in USF's history.
At the five voting booths set up throughout the
campus the students will select representatives from
the 56 candidates running for the 22 vacant seats.

***

New Party
Forms Today ·
By HILDA LOUGH
Staff Writer
' Today heralds the birth of a
new political party at USF,
and the end of a one-party
domination of campus poli'
tics .

Two referendums will appear on the ballot. The first
referendum is a proposed constitutional revision. The second referendum will poll the
students opinion of inter-collegiate basketball at USF.
"This election will be a
major factor in ·deciding the
fate of intercollegiate athletics here," SA Attorney General Powell Gewurz said.
USF Pres. John Allen has
repeatedly stated that only a
small portion of the students
want basketball. According to
Gewurz, a heavy student
turnout at the poll will show
that the students would support basketball.

rial to be read and critiqued
The organization will be
by Wallace and Dickey. USF's
before the Student
presented
story, Page 11
representatives are J err y
this afterCommittee
Affairs
The Fifth Annual Poetry Parrott ·and Jane Keegan ,
noon by Charles Wildy, dean
The actual balloting will be
assistant.
graduate
Festival will begin Thursday
of men, and recognition of the done on magnetic IBM cards.
prebe
will
Tower"
"Ivory
evening with the Theatre USF
party has been assured.
Because of the presidential
production of " Ivory Tower" sented at 8 :30 p.m. Tickets
this year, voting maelection
Called YOU (Your Opinion
and close Saturday evening are 75 cents for students;
chines are not available.
and
faculty
staff,
for
$1.50
Unoppressed), the party will
with Aristophanes" "Lysistra- .
create opposition to the existta" done in readers theatre fou ndation and $3 for -general
The distribution of candi·
ing Students for Responsible dates is not evenly spread
style by the Speech Depart- admission.
THE PLAY by Jerome
Gov_e rnment. YOU's organizer throughout the college. There
ment.
and president, Jeff Walker, are 35 candidates for the elevThe guest poet will be Weidman and James Yaffee
2CBS, describes the party as en seats in the College of
James Dickey and Robert is a drama about Ezra Pound
"one \vhich will voice student Basic Studies .
Wallace will rerun for the and will be directed by J ack
opinion, not representative or
fourth year to conduct the Belt,' assistant professor. It
Ten candidates are running
was chosen as the American
senatorial opinion."
Poet's Workship.
the College of Liberal Arts
in
AssociaTheatre
Both Dickey and Wallace Educational
A membership drive in the and eight candidates for the
the
of
Play
"New
tion's
will be reading their work for
University Center lobby and College of Education. The
the public. Dickey' will read Year."
the first YOU general meeting There are two candidates for
"Lysistrata" will be presentFriday evening at 8 :30 in the
are planned as soon after rec- each vacant seat in each of
Theatre. Tickets are requfred. ed at 8 p.m. in the Busiognition as possible.
World Of Chaos
these colleges.
They are free and may be ob- ness Administration AuditoriCampus Greeks were in a
tained by contacting the Thea- um. Directed by Frank Galati, · whirl of activities this past
The two smallest colleges,
"WE WANT our memberinstructor, the play is contre Box Office.
ship to express their desires," Business Administration and
weekend. See the a ctivities
cerned with the problems of
said Walker, and he added Engineering, each have two
in pictures on page 2 and
WALLA CE will be reading war . and sex in ancient
that the party's specific goals representatives. These colfor
events
of
schedule
the
in the Theatre Friday at 2 Greece.
will be announced after the Ieges only have one and two
week
this
of
remaining
the
p.m. Tickets are not required.
_The - translation gives a
candidates respectively.
first general meeting.
9.
page
on
The workshop is open to two Southern dialect to some of th e - - - - - -- - - -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -- - - representatives from each of characters and retains much
the 19 universities and col- of the sexual spoof intended
leges participating.
by Aristophanes.
Each poet will submit mate- .
The festival was initiated in
1964, with Archibald MacLeish
as the guest poet. Dr. Alma
Sarret is the director of the
,By MARGIE SISK
ing capacity of 552. The Gym
festival. It is sponsored by the
has a seating capacity of
Feature Editor
Speech Department in cooper·
2,100, which is still quite small
ation with the University Lec"We can't bring in the top in comparison with a student
ture Committee and the Department of Theatre · Arts, names in entertainment be- body of 10,000.
the facilities are inadeEnglish and the Humanities. cause
MANY TOP-NAME groups
two ways : one, there
in
quate
I
I
aren't enough seats to give us can run the cost of a perfora possibility of enough Te- mance over $10,000. This exceipis to pay for top names pense is explained for two causes many entertainers to
and two, the sound system in r easons: one, college perfor- go out of their way to com e
QUESTION: Are ther e any scheduled holidays Quarthe Gymnasium (Gym ) is so mances are often the most down here.
ter III?
bad that Caruso would sound costly of star appearances.
ANSWER: No.
OUR AUDITORIUM Gym
like a frog if he sang in our M a n y booking agencies
not handle the number of
can
fees
higher
colleges
charge
QUESTION: How long is' the pendulum in the Phyics
Scott
is
Gym." The speaker
The Oracle · has received
,
Building?
Barnett, president of the Stu- because colleges often only people that would be necesthe All-American honor
contract one or two entertain- sary (5,000) for charging only
dent Association.
ANSWER: According to 'the Physical Science Departrating from the Associated
It seems that many students ers a year, in comparison $2 at the most. Many students
ment, the pendulum is three stories tall.
Collegiate Press correhave voiced interest in why with large civic auditoriums have voiced their opinions on
QUESTION: Why won't they call out the names of
sponding to Quarter I this
USF doesn't have better col- which might contract 15 or 20 prices, "I just can' t afford
students at graduation? Six hundred is no more than a
year.
week-ends. (See editorial of these artists from one com- more than a couple of dollars
lege
·
high school graduation.
The All-American honor
for a ticket, no matter how
page) Following Barnett's line pany each year.
rating represents a "SupeANSWER: Because of lack of tim~, students'
Secondly, many entertainers great the act might be. "
of thought would lead to the
rior" and is reserved for
names are not called at graduation. lt was done once
The idea of having two
main issue of capable facili- often find it hard to fit Floritop publications, explains
before, at the insistence of students, and if took so
da into an itinerary. Most en- shows is negated by the fact
ties .
the critique from the Assolong that the administration decided to go back to the
The largest auditorium on tertainers follow a circuit, that most performers charge
ciated Collegiate Press.
system· of not calling out the names, according to Mothe campus is the Teaching going from one city to another the same amount for each
Auditorium which has a seat- each night. Florida's location performance.
zelle Beverly.
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Majority For?
Students can loosen the stops on. intercollegiate
basketball a~ USF by a flick of the wrist today.
The validity of today's referendum depends on the
turn-out . ..Jn February, 1967, a poll was conducted by
the Student Association witb the advice of Dr. Don
Allen, then of the Sociolqgy Department, and Roger
M. Nichols, assistant Pfdfessor of political sc~~
A random sample of the sfodent body was gathered
from a student sample of 1,200. The Administration ,
attacked the poll as invalid and unrepresentative.
Therefore, the SA is trying once again to measure
what they oelieve is a "majority interest" in intercollegiate basketball in as valid a .method as possible for
the Administration.
If basketball gets 95 per cent of the vote today,
but only 200 students vote, the referendum will not be
representative. Some 5,001 students would have to
vote yes for the referendum to represent the majori~
of students.
Frank Winkles, vice-president of the Student Association, contends money could be raised for a te~m
the same wi;iy it was raised for the golf course through surplus student activity fees collected over
several years.
Vice President Herbert J. Wunderlich said the
golf course was a one time expenditure plus maintenance. It should begin paying for itself in the near future.
Did the students want ,a golf course ? Get on the
record today for or against basketball at USF, whenever. Only then will the SA know the support needed
to work for a plan for money.
/

Did. You Vote Yet?
;~:';"~::::·::t::::.:CJ\}?/:::._:,:·~~-1~:·'}:_:::f:.:_:::?;;::t.'. :~f/~':·}::\·:~t\·.:,:f~T~,.t~;;:~;_;:,,-.,_._(:.::.:i.::l~::>;."_::/L,r.J2~J;tJID,.:?~:~'1'

Facilities Impede Entertainment

Oracle Wins
All-American
Honor ·Rating

The Gym, even after the
extra work done on the building, is still not the type of
building conducive to good
entertainment.
FR.ED JENKINS of the University Program C o u n c i 1
spoke of the Blues Magoos
performance, "There was a
constant instrumental override on the vocals by the
group and the volume level
was above tolerance level. "
This problem would affect
any performance and especially that of a single vocalist.
WEEK-ENDS are not the
only problem lack of a multi-

purpose building has caused.
For two weeks in a row , students crowded around the outside of the Business Auditorium to listen to James Farmer
and the week before to Dr.
Thomas Altizer. Nearly 800
people crowded around the
auditorium which seats only
435 for the last lecture. Al·
though the lecture was broadcast through loud speakers
many people left, rather than
stand outside.
Clyde Hill, director of University Planning, stated that
the building of an auditorium
had been put before the State
Legislature in the 1963, 1965,
and 1967 sessions, and that it
would probably go before the
1969 session. He also commented that the idea of new
classrooms seems more fitting to the legislature than
does a university auditorium.
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Collins ·"To Speak Here
of

LeRoy Collins will speak at the early stages
developUSF Monday. In anticipation ment, the group has 'only
· of a large turn-out, he will recently been sanctioned by
present his speech in the the national Kennedy Cam-·
Theatre instead of the Busi- ·paign Headquarters in Washness Administration A.uditori- ington, and is awaiting campus recognition .
um as planned.
Once officially established,
Collegiates for Collins will
Students for Kennedy will be
sponsor the event.
the first an d only Kenneel y orIn · other political action on ganization in Hillsborough
campus :
County. Jerry Sternstein, orStudents for Kennedy is the ganizer, is planning a memlatest addition to the political bership drive in the Universipotpourri on campus. Still in ty Center as soon as Students

for Kennedy has received
campus approval.
STUDENTS FOR McCarthy
meetings are F ridays at 2
p.m. in the University-Center.
Friday's meeting will be in
University Center (CTR) 248. _
President, Bryon Howes, said
.Students for McCarthy are
·
PI anmng
a ' ' Mccart hY Wee k"
the week before the primary.
The activities for the week ,
will include a "Wade-in" at
Municipal Beach, a mobile
caravan, general rallying, and

------------------------~-----------

Choice 68 EnthuSiasm'
Spreads Across .Nation
their presidential choice,"
Barnett said.
Barnett said any student interested in pwticipating in
Choice 68, whether in a partisan or non-partisan manner,
can phone Dave Pettigrew at
ext. 401.
Herbert Wunderlich, vice
president of student affairs
has given Chqice 68 his approval.

Scott Barnett, Student Asso.. ciation (SA) p r e s i d e n t,
pledged the SA's financial aid
Choice 68 is rapidly becom- and support of Choice 68.
ing the big thing on campus. "Our participation in this miEnthusiasm and interest in tionwide student primary will
the national collegiate pri- . provide a tremendous oppormary appear to · be conta- tunity for USF students to exgious.
press themselves and to influRepresentatives of key cam- ence national politics," he
pus civic and political groups said.
attended a recent Choice 68
"I HOPE every student will
meeting called by campus coordinator Dave Pettigrew to vote in the poll and that all
enlist organizational assis- students who have an interest
tance and backing for the in a particular presidential
project. Response to Petti- possibility will organize themgrew's request has been over- selves and acatually get out
arid ca.mpaign on campus for
whelming.
By HILDA WUGH
Staff WritAlr

·' ... And You'll Do It Over
Until You Do, If Rig'ht ...'
Graduation is June 9. . Graduation is June 9.
Graduation is June 9. Graduation is June 9.
Graduatibn is June 9. Graduation is June 9.
Gra,duation is June 9. Graduation is June 9.
Graduation is June 9. Graduation is June 9.
Graduation exercises will be June 9 (not
June 10 nor April 9 as previously reported in The
Oracle.)
Any senior who showed up at Curtis Hixon
Hall Tuesday at 3 p.m. all dressed otit in academic regalia should come by The Oracle Office,
Univer~ity Cel'!ter 222, for a fantastic award.

Johnson May Speak
Tampa Rally
President Lyndon Johnson
will be invited to speak at an
Americanism rally tentatively
scheduled for May 1 at
Tampa Stadium.
According to Tim Carr,
2CBS, a representative of the
Student Association for the
Promopon of Americanism,
Johnso.n 's advisers are being
contacted by Rep. Sam Gibbons to learn if the President
i,s free on that date.
- If not, Gurr sairl, the rally
will be postponed to a date
that Johnson will be able to
make.
The idea has already gained

support from local businessmen,· city officials including
Tampa Mayor Dick Greco,
local service clubs and Student Association President
Scott Barnett.
"The purpose of the rally,"
Gurr said, "is to remedy apathy that has been shown
toward America and American leaders."
Gurr asks anyone interested
either in participating in the
project or merely endorsing it
write the Student Association
for the Promotion" of Americanism, Chamberlain High
School, 9401 North Blvd.

'

AMONG USF organizations
and groups assisting in Choice
68 are Omicron Beta Kappa,
Andros Men's Complex, Beta
Hall Congress, Delta Women's
Residence, Alpha Dormitory,
Kappa
Dormitory, Mu Dormi1
tory, La m ,b d a Dormitory,
Alpha Phi Omega, the Panhellenic Council, the Inter-hall
Residence Council, Circle K,
Gold Key, IFC, Veteran 's
Club, Young Republicans ,
Young Democrats, Collegiates
for Collins, Students for
McCarthy, Students for Respons.ible Government, the
Political Union and The Oracle.
Voting in 1500 colleges is set
April 24. Immediately following voting, the ballots will
be sent to computer centers
for tabulation.
Centers for voting will be
set up in several different
buildings on campus. Student
cards will be marked as each
student votes. Balloting stations will also be set up to enable part-time and evening
students to cast their votes.
According to Choice 68, the
ballot will be structured t0
allow for the fullest and widest possible· expression of
opinion . The voter will indicate his age and political
party affiliation or preference.
The Presidential candidates
will be grouped by party, but
students will be allowed to
cross party lines.
Voters will indicate three
choices for President (the
first choice will be the only
one us~d in the actual P~i
mary tabulation; the second
and third will be used for purposes of statistical analysis).
There will ·b e three referenda
issues, each wit!} four to six
possible responses covering a
broad spectrum of opiniorl.

tables in the University Cen- local, state, and eventually,
ter to encourage voting and national -levels."
The YD 's are working as a
create enthusiasm. The group
hopes to have McCarthy liaison between the campus
speak ,at USF during his Flor- and the government, and are
attempting to create and inida tour.
The Political Union has crease interest and participascheduled a 2 p.m. meeting tion in party and campus poliFriday in CTR 202.
tics.
The YD's are presently reBob Meyer, president of 'the
Young Democrats (Y D's) . questing candidates to speak
said, "The Young Democrats on campus, present their posiwill actively encoilre.g'e par.tic- tions, and answer pertinent,
ipation in Choice 68, but our in-depth questions. Paul Antimain goal , from now·until No- nori will speak in the Univervember, will be to help elect sity Center Ballroom at 2 p.m.
Democratic candidates on next Wednesday.

Legislative ·Staff
best suited are sent to the
Committee secretary.
After m a n y evaluations
An internship program , has taking into account a combeen established by the Spon- bination of potential capacity,
soring Committee for Legisla- high academic attainment1 and
tive Staff Internships to try to the· demonstration of a basic
rtpgrade the state's young interest in the problems and
men who are interested in intricacies of state governgovernment.
ment are considered.
Some of the objectives of
THE COMMITTEE chairthe staff internships are to af- man will notify the interns of
ford promising graduate and their acceptance, and the Florprofessional students an op- . ida Center for Education in
portunity to pursue studies Politics, Florida State Univer,
and · research while observing sity, will arrange for coordiand becoming acquainted with nating the enrollment of the inthe ·operations of the Florida terns at their parent instituLegislature. ·
tion and participation in those
Also, other objectives are to phases of the program carried
provide · professional staff as- out at Tallahassee .
. sistance on an individual
basis to · legislative offices,
,permanent and temporary
commissions and committees,
and legislative support activities in selected executive
agencies.
After a year and a half of
organization, A 1 p h a Phi ·
THERE ARE siX: cooperating universities throughout Omega Colony at USF bethe state - USF, Florida, ·c ame a national chapter as
Tau Mu.
Florida State, Florida Atlantic
·The installation services
University, Miami and Stetson
were
Friday at Las NovLaw School.
edades.
Restaurant from 8
However, any qualified public or private university may p.m. to 11 p.m.
Guests included William
apply to the Committee for
Cook,
Alpha Phi Omega secapproval to participate in one
t
ional
chairman,
Gerald Plesof the programs.
ner,
national
executive
treaIn order to be qualified, a
surer,
Vice
President
Herbert
university must have a proWunderlich,
Dean
Charles
gram leading to a degree in
law or· a graduate degree in Wildy, and Dean Louder,
scouting executive.
political science, public adAlso present were brothers
mii;iistration, governmental ·-fifrom
Sigma Chi chapter,
nances, or state or l ocal govMiami-Dade Junior _College,
ernment.
Iota Rho chapter, Florida
ALL PROPOSED programs State, Alpha Pi Chapter, Uni· are submitted · to the Commit- versity of Miami and Kappa
tee for approval prior to Sept. Delta, Florida A and M. ·
Florida State supplied the
30 of every odd-nwnbered
year. Then the Committee induction team of eight memsecretary informs the pro- bers.
During the services, chapter
gram coordinators of the cooperating 'universities and the officers were installed. They
legislative members of the are Louis La Grande, presiCommittee of the Staff Intern- dent; Richard Kuhar, 3CBS,
ships Programs approved by first vice president, John
the Committee for the next Greer, !CBS, second vice
president, Eric Bush, !CBS,
academic year.
Applications at each cooper- recording secretary, Keith
ating university are forward- Bletzer, 3SSI, corresponding
ed to and reviewed by the secretary, Jim Cordero, !CBS,
program coorqinator. He se- treasurer, and Dan Dorney,
lects the applicants, and those 2CBS, historian.
By OSCAR ROS
Assistant News Editor

to the Dollars for Scholars 'Fund. The .sororities and fraternities are holding a drive in
connection with Greek Week.
Photo by Rich ard Smoot

Photos_by'Richard Smoot

A PhiO Goes
National Here

By TOM JIMENEZ

Tampa mayor Dick Greco was1kidnapped by
sisters of Alpha Epsilon Phi Sorority and .
held for ransom. NotAls were sent to va.rious
businessmen, and the money will be donated

The wonderful world of
Chaos started Saturday with ,
a chariot race that coulff
have competed in spirit and
pageantry with the races of
Rome's famed Circus. The
afternoon wore on but not the
"Greek s p i r i t," USF's
Greeks raced and romped in
everything from bicycles to
barells on the soccer field.
FratAlrnity men, au decked
out with mola.Sses for the occasion, were covered with
~ewspaper. Happy winners
show their medals with grins
on tbeir faces. Here, Herb
Sutton of Zeta Beta Tan fraternity and Glenda Johnson
1of Tri Delta sorority show
·'their medals. Greek Games
were just the beginning of a
chaotic Greek Week.

l~terr,ships Offe~ed

"China has pure hatred for
American imperialism rather
th an for the American people," said Lisa Hobbs Thursday night at · a meeting in
Fine Arts and Humanities
(F AH) room mt.
.Having returned from a
visit to China recently, Miss
Hobbs said in her slide-lecture
that "never in China does one
hear the word American without the word imperialism foilowing it."
.
The aggressor image of
America has been indoctrinated into the educational system
of China, she said. In China,
"the whole aim of education
is to serve the state,'.' Miss
Hobbs said.
She said that it is true that
the Chinese people are taught

Fontana Phone Bills
As High As Building
out-of-state, ~ a 1 1 i n g home
heightens the phone expense.

By NAN KRUK
Staff Writer

Lecture·r A,irs
·.Chinese Views

Mayor Greco Kidnapped

Greek Frolics

to have a militant viewpoint;
while in contrast, Americans
are taught to have empathy
for an oppressed people.
IN EXAMINING China's
approach ti> the United Nations quest(gn, Miss Hobbs
said that China considers a
.po.ssible _alliance__with ..this .international organization as
"ridiculous, and · it would be
like slapping oneself in the
face to become a member."
The goal, she feels , would be
to make a clear distinction betwe~n imperialism and Americanism. She cautioned the
American public ''not to listen
to anything anybody tells you,
just listen for yourself."
Miss Hobbs said the Chinese
people are not as "hungry and
oppressed" as Americans are
lead to believe.

When Bell invented the telephone 'Contraption in '1876, it is
doubtful whether he ever
dreamed that over 200 million
people throughout the United
States would own a telephone
in their homes.
Or that the General Tele·
phone Company of Tampa
would form.
- Or that Fontana Hall would
have so many problems by
being the only dorm on cam. pus . to have' individual phones-in each of the rooms. If he
only knew!
But having such a luxury
presents embarrassing financial problems for Fontana's
residents.
Mr. Hugh Westphal, dorm
manager for the 600 students
residing at the plush living
quarters, named the high ·expense of bills as a major
problem for the owner5 of the
phones. Because over 50 per
cent of the students are from

Home phone calls are not
the only basis for the high expense. With the phones located right in the student's
rooms and at their convenience, they are prone to call
relatives and boyfriends and
girlfriends at any ·t ime of the
day.

knack of talki ng until the wee
hours of the dawn , a Fontana
boy solved his problem one
night by simply snipping off
the cord connecting the receiver with the phone box.

Leaders Needed
For Orientation

One .very Bostonian co-ed
ran up a bill of $200 in a matter of one month by constantly calling her fiance; a girl
with a boyfriend in Hawaii
spent $12 for ·every five minutes she conversed with him.
A young man from Berkeley

Students interested in serving as orientation leaders for
freshmen and transfer students Quarter I, should sign
up today and Thursday, 10.
a.m. to 4 p.m., in the Univer~
sity Center lobby.

called his USF girl friend at
Fontana, collect L a nd left
her to pay the $19 bill by herself and several girls were
caught making long-distance
calls on a phone left connected in a vacated room and
were forced to pay for the
$107 bill they ran up.
For all those students who
are dissatisfied with their
roommate's
inconsiderate

Students who signed up last
quarter should not sign up
again. All prospective orientation leaders must have at
least a 2.0 GPR and must at-,
tend the training sessions this
quarter.
Additional information can
be obtained from Dan Marks,
orientation c h a i r m a n, at
Lambda 105, ext. 2381.

Contract, Room. Forms Read_y For Students
By OSCAR ROS
Assistant News Editor
Resident students planning
to live on campus Quarter IV
should pick up a room preference form and a contract for
Housing and Food Service at
the Argos Housing Office as
soon as possible.
Only Alpha and Gamma
Halls will be open Quarter IV.
There are cerJain procedures a student must follow if

he plans to be in residence
Quarter IV.
v AT THE TIME indicated
in the schedule, the student
must l)ring the complete contract and room preference
form to the Housing Office in
Argos Center.
v Selection of rooms for
Quarter IV will be on the
first-come-first served basis
on the day scheduled for students.
v A friend, regardless of

class standing, with whom a
student wishes to room should
submit his or her completed
forms with the student's.

v Payment for Quarter IV
is due May 10 - $288.62 for a
contract with 21 meals per
week , or $265.96 for a contract
for 15 meals per week.
THE HOUSING office emphasized that as nearly as
possible the student will be
assigned the room of his

choice, but if there is any
drastic fluctuation in the number of students expected to be
in residence, some reassignment will be necessary.
- The room sign up schedule
is Monday for students who
wish to request the room they
are currently occupying and
Tuesday for students who will
have completed 90 hours or
more by the end of Quarter
III.

Next Wednesday, students

who will have completed 60
hours or more by the end of
Quarter III should sign up ,
and Thursday those who \vill
!~ave completed 30 or more
hours by the end of Quarter
Ill and Friday, students who
will have completed less than
30 hours at the enct of this
quarter.

..

ARGOS HOUSING Office
will be open 8 a .m. to noon
and 1 p.m . to 4:30 p.m. for

room sign up.
Fontana Hall will also be
open Quarter IV. If a student
wishes to reside there he must
phone Fontana Hall officials. ·
For those students woo 1'in
to live on campus Quarter I,
the procedure is slightly different:

v PICK UP the room pre-fernce form and contract for
Housing and Food service at
either Argos or '"Andros Cen-

ter. Students must trun in
with the above forms a $50
check as a room deposit.

v Room selections for the
Quarter I will be on a first
·
come-first served basis.
v If a student plans to live
with a friend they must submit their applications together.
T~e room sign up schedQle
is the same as for Quarter IV
scheule.
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Election To Decide Questions
By ART FINK

Staff Writer

Photo by Allan Smith

Encyclopaed ia Winner
Peter Fernandez, 20, of 1608 E. Curtis, was
chosen the wirmer of the Encylopaedia Britannica conl:8st held here las t week. His
name was picked by SA Pres. Scott Bar-

nett from a ballot box. The drawing was
witnessed by Polly Weaver, Oracle editor, .
and other members of the sta.ff.

Education Tra ining Assignments for
Quarter IV,. with t rai ning period starting
Monday, June 10, and running through
Friday, Sept: 6. Some open ings are elso
listed tor Quarter l {fall). Additional inform a tion is a vailable in t h-e Co-op Office . ENG 37, ext. 171. Th~ following
are some of the employers seeking coop students and the areas desired:

Official Notices
Bulletin Board notices should be sent
DIRECT to " Director, Office of Campus Publicat ions, CTR 223" before
Wednesday "noon for inclusion th e following Wednesday .
ALL STUDENTS: "X" grade deadl ine
for all CBS courses: Contact Dean's office, College of Basic St udies, by Friday. "X" grades will be converted to
"F" at end of te rm fo r en rolled students if complete grade is not rece ived.
Non-CBS courses : Grades replaci ng
''X" m ust be received by Friday.
APPLICATION

FOR

DEGREE:

Deadline is 4 p. m . Friday. No exceptions will be approved.
STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF : .
T he Office of Admissions and Records
will be open at 9:30 a.m. to .4 p.m.

Monday thro ugh Fridays. No outside
teleph one calls wlll be accepted between the hours of 8·9, 12.1 , and 4·5.

Campus Date Book
Time and room numbers of campus
organizations meet ing regu la r ly are
posted on the bu lletin boa rd at th'e Universi ty Center lobby desk.

LIBERAL ARTS

Coast Guard, all day, nor t h Center
lobby.

Panhellenic Rush Regislralion, all
day, so uth Center lobtly.
.
Greek Week, 6 p.m., gym .
Campus Crusade College Life Classics, 6 p.m ., CTR ·251.
Spring Spectacular, 7 p.m .. CTR 200.
S . A. Legislature, 7 p.m., CTR 248.
W. c . Fields Festival, 7 p.m., ENA .
Baha'i Club, 8 p.m., CTR 204.

T;heatre Production
8 :30 p.m . , t heatre.

Placement for interview locations and
to schedule appoint ments. For co mplete
descriptions and fur ther information.
phone the Pla cement Office, ADM 280,

ext. 288 1.

EDUCATION PLACEMENT
April 18 Bonita Unified Schools,

San Dimas, Calif., elementary sc hool
openings.
·
'

"Ivory Tower,"

FRIDAY
· Mathew Brady Exhibit, a l l day, CTR
108 .

Coast Guard, all day, no rth Center

BUSINESS PLACEMENT

Monday, April 15 - West Bend co.,
summer employment in sales only for
all fields .inte rested in sales.
Tuesday, April 16 - State Library of
Florida, summe r em ployme nt only for
library t ra inee; any fie ld \Yi th high
GPA.

lobb y.

Panhellenic Rush Registration, a ll
day, soulh Center lobby.
TODAY
r
Mathew Brady ·Exhibit, all day, north . Poetry Festival, all day, CTR 2nd
floor . 3 p.m., 't hea tre.
Center lobby.
Panhellenic Rush Registration, all
Panhellenic, 2 p.m., GT R 200.
. Christian Science, 2 p.m., CTR 203.
da y, south Center lo bby.
Young , Democrats, 2 P.m . • CTR 251.
Greek Week, Re gistration, 11 a .'m,,
Students for McCarthy, 2 p.m.,
south ·Ce nter lobby.
CTR 248.
.
Meet the Autllor Luncheon. noon, CTR
Hillel, 7 p.m·., CTR 251.
255-56.
.
M·o vie - "Wives and Lovers," 7:.30
·Meet the .Author - Harry Crews, 2
p .m., CTR 252 . .
_
p.m., FAH TOL
.E;~onQ.mic Tutoring,.. 2 p,.- m., BUS 310~_
•
SATURDAY
Greek week. 6 p.m .. gym .
·
Poetry Festival. 8 a.m .. E·NA 105,
tFC Rush Committee, 7 p.m., CTR
FAH 101 arid .. theatre ; luncheon, noon,

.

Wednesday April 17 - Exchange Na. tional Bank- ma nageme nt t rainee in
banki ng ; bus adm. New York Life In·
s urance Co.: sales a nd sales mgmt, lib
arts, bus adm; econ.
Thursday, April' 19 r - Grand 'Nay
Stores; m gm t t rainees;_ all fiel ds . .

Co-Op Education
CO-OPS on training ass ignmen't s m ust
keep Co-op Office informed of any
.change of address .and mus t r!:spond lo
inqui r-ies addresSed · to them· Jrbm the
Co·o·p Offic e.

CTR .248.

~1 6.

Faculty Lecture Series. ·7:30 p.m.,
CTR 255-6.
Civil war Round Table, 8:30 · p·. m. ,
CTR 204.
THURSDAY

Mathew Brady Exhibit, all day, CTR
108.

Poetry · workshop, CTR 252, 8 a. m.
Movie - ''Wives a nd Lovers,"' 7: 30
p.m,, F AH 101.

Theatre production : "Ivory Tower", 8
..
p.m.,. BSA.
Artist Series - " Marily n Horne," 8:30
p.m. , theat re. · · ·
: SUNDAY

Trea.sures of file
P lanetar ium .

Movie -

Earth, 2:30 \ p.m.,

''Wives and ' Lovers," 7: 30 ·

p .m., FAH 101.
MONDAY
AFUPC Exhibit. all day, CTR 108.
Army Officer Selection Team, all
day, north Center lo bby and CTR 204.

TODAY
co~op

Information

Session, · 2 p.m ..

ENG. 3.

Co-Op Placement
More tha n JOO employers are currently seeking USF sfud~nts for Cooperative

~
•

TUESDAY
E x hibit, a ll da y

p.m., F AH 132.
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 17
AFUPC Exhibit, a l l day , CTR 108.

Army Officer Selection Team, all
day. north center Lobby and CTR 204 .
WHAT Membership Drive, all day
south Center Lobby .
U.C. Book Mart, 2 p.m., CTR 215.
Toot Whistle, P lunk 11nd Boam, 2
p .m., CT R 252.

Reader's

Theatre

Coffee

House,

Department

Tryouts,

7; 30

FAH. 132.

Film Classics -

Beauty Salon & Wig Center
Fletcher Ave. at '22'1d St.
By Appointment 935-1400

NASA-Goddard

Space Flig ht Center, Greenbelt, Md.;
NASA-Langley Research Center, Ha,mpton, Va.; NASA-Marshall Space Flight
Center, Huntsville, Al a.; Union Carbide,
Oak Ridge, Tenn. ; U.S. Army Missile
Command, Huntsville, Ala.
.
Political
Science:
Depa rt men't
of
Sta te, P assport Division, various locations th roughout t he U.S.; General ServiC:es Administration, At lanta , Ga . and
Washington, D.C.; Hi llsborough County
Clerk of the Circuit Court, Tampa; National Archives and Records Service,
Washington, D.C . ; National Park Service, New York , New York and Was hington, D.C .; Ci ty of Sarasota , City

But whether the student
body approves of the attitude
of some of the candidates' actions or not, one thing is certain. The only way a student
can expect responsible government is to go to the polls
today and vote for it. If the
turnout is small, we must con-

E duca t ion,

with an extra air of sparkle
so you'll be all set to shine in
the Easter parade. Depend on
us for qu.ality dry cleaning at
a sensible price. Prompt!

Pre·law: Department of St ate, Passport Division, various locations through-

Discount to students. Free
Mothproofing with every item
cleaned.

out the U .S.; Hillsborough Coun t y Clerk

of the Circ uit Court, Tampa ; Nationa l
Archives and

Records Service,

Wash-

Washington, D.C.
Speech : NASA-Marshall Spa ce Flight

Center, Hunts ville, Ala.
Zoolagy: Encephalitis Resea rc h Ce nter, Tampa; Food and Drug Admi nistrat ion, Washington, D. C.; Game and Fresh
Wa te r Fish Commission, various locations in Florida; Marineland, St. Augusti ne; Silver Springs, Ocala; Ta mpa
General Hospita l, Tampa; U.S . .Bureau
of Commercial Fisheries, locations in
'<Jrida a nd South Ca rolina. U.S. Coast
ard, Washi ngton, D.C.

Birdsong M~t;;;·i~~:-"'~

We clean the family's clothes

Wa sh ingto n,

i ngton, O.C.; National Park Service,
Washington, D..C; U.S . House of Representative s, Was hington , D.C.
Pre-med : Bethesda Memorial Hospit a l, Boynton Beach. Fla .; Florida State
Boa rd of Healt h, Winter Haven; Tampa
General Hospital, Tampa .
Pre--Pharmacy: Tampa Gen eral Hospital, Tampa.
-Psychology : Fairfield Hills Hosp ital,
Newtow n, Conn.; Montana ri Clin ica l
School, Hia leah,
Fla . ;
U.S.
Naval
Train ing Device Center . Or lando; U.S.
Office of Education, Wash ington, D .C.
Sociology : Divis ion of Welfare, Hospital and Welfare Boa rd, Tampa; J uvenile Cour t of Hi llsborough County,
Tampa ; U.S. Office of Education,

Special Bus for USF
SERVICE CUSTOMERS
LEAVES for USF
Administration Bldg. at
8:15 A.M.
Return Trip 4:30 P.M.

Here's to a Sparkling Easter •••

Man ager's OHice, Sarasota; U.S. House
of Representatives, Washington, D.C.;
U.S. Office of
D.C.

VOLKSWAGEN SERVICE

13161 Florida Ave.
Corner of Fletcher
Just a stone's throw from the campus.

NORTHSIDE CLEANERS

~
.

FLORIDA

WALLET SIZE

COLO·RPHOTO
HOURS: THURS.-FRl.·SAT .. 10 A.M. TO 4 P.M.

FOR YOUR EASTER SNAPSHOTS

FILM &: FLASH BULBS
COLOR PRINTS ....... .......... .... ~ ... 19° ••.

2

p. m .• ENA 105. ·

Speech

M d.;

The USF Concert Band,
under the direction of Dr. Gale
Sperry, is ' seeking new' members.
There are vacancies in all
sections and non-music majors are encouraged to tryout. Instruments are available
at no cost to· the students·. ·
Interested persons should
contact Sperry at the Music
Office, Fine Arts 204, ex[ 311,
or come to · Wednesday rehearsals.
Rehearsals are each Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday
from 4-5:30 p.m. in FAH 102.

This raises the question
whether political caprice represents the responsible governmental action for which
SURGE stands.

FREE

CT R 108.

Army Officer Selection Team, all
day, north center Lobby a nd CTR 204.
National Planning & Inventory Man·
agement conference, all day, CTR 251.
Women's Perspective, 8 a.m.. CTR
252E.
Speech Department Tryouts, 7: 30

t ion •• Rockville,

Concert Band
Needs Members

of delegates.
There is no apparent reason
for SURGE to have the deadline extended. SURGE could
have easily held its convention earlier.

THU RS. • FRI, • 0NL Y

BSA.
AFUPC

oceanography : U.S. Coast Guard,
Washington, D.C.; U.S . Naval Oceanogra phy Office, Washington, D.C.
Photograinmetry: Central lntefl·igence
Agenc y, Washington, D.C.
Physics: Argonne National Laborat~
ry. Argonne, Ill.; Boeing, Huntsville,
Al a.;
Central
Intelligence
Agency,
Washington D.C.; E. I. duPont de Nemou rs & Co., Aiken. S.C.; Environmental
Science Services Administration, Rock·
ville, Md .; International Business Machines, Huntsville, Ala .; NASA-Goddard
Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md.;
NASA-Manned Space Flight Cente r~
Houston, Texas; NASA-Wallops Station,
Wallops Is lan d, Va.; Naval Ship Research & Development .Center, Wa shington,
D.C.;
Smithsonian
Institution,
Washington. D.C.; Southern Bell , various loca tions in Florida ; U. S. Coast
Guard, Wa sh ington, D.C. and other
locations .
Physics-Math: Argonne Nat ion ~! Lab·
oratory, Argonne, . Ill.; Centra l Inte llig ence Agency, Washington, O.C.; Environmental Science Services Administ ra-

SURGE is the only political
party on campus and its
members compose an estimated 85 per cent of the SA
legislature. The chairman,
Stan Musial, is a commuter
representative.
Since the deadline was announced to the legislature at
the last session of Quarter II it
may be assumed that SURGE
was familiar with the date by
which it must submit its slate

t e r e s t in intercollegiate
sports, it should not be forgotten that the major reason for a
citizen of any community to
vote is to chose responsible
representatives.
Few would deny that the
present SA legislature \s
composed largely of capable
and responsible people. The
effic ient manner in which this
general election is being run
is sufficient proof.

Ir-------------------....
---....---.,
•
Sproal
'
l
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National Planning - Inventory Management Conference, all da y, CT.R 251.
U. C. Book Mart, 2 p.m.; CTR ' 248.
All· Florida Undergraduate Reception,
2 p.m . • CTR 248.
Bridal Series, 2 p .m., CTR 252.
Charm Course, 2 p.m .• CTR 255-6.
USF Couples' Bridge, 7 p:m. , CTR
255.
'
Reader's Theatre Production, 8 p.m .,

Soften Your
Spring Look
See

The general elections today
will decide two important
questions. Primarily, as in
any election, it will decide
whether USF will continue to
have responsible government.
However, this election may
well determine whether" or not
major intercollegiate athletics
comes to this university. The
referendum polling student
opinion on intercollegiate basketball can reshape the very
nature of USF.
The administration, including Pres. John S. Allen, has
frequently stated that the people wishing basketball and
football at USF are in the minority. This referendum will
prove or disprove t h a t
assumption.
The Student Association is
hoping for a heavy turnout at
the polls. They·. realize . that if
only 500 students vote on the
referenilum it will prove the
administration's point.
If that few students vote,
the administration will properly have an interesting sideline -view of campus politics.
The deadline for application
was extended from March 28
to April 2. The sole reason for
t h i s extention was apparently to allow the Students
for Responsible Government
(SURGE) to hold its nominating convention on April 1.

elude that there is not sufficient interest in basketball to
warrant the expense involved
in the program.
This will be the conclusion
drawn from a small tUrnout
even if 99.9 per cent of those
voting favor the referendum.
The administration has already conceded tha the small
group favoring basketball is
vocal.
Regardless of a person's in-

''Cas a nova ," 8 p.m . 1

TERRACE CAMERA

SHOP

BSA .

Plaeement Services
The org a niza t ions listed below will be
interv iewing on campus;_ check with

PHONE 988-7122

. TERRACE PLAZA.

Argos Cafeteria
Andros Cafeteria
Univ; Center

Villager warms up to Springtime • • •

FOOD SERVICE from Morrison's

puts flo-wers in bloo111

tells you to go 111icro-1nini!

Villager colors your mini und e rlings "forget-me-not" blue . . . molds and shapes
them in soft nylon tricot and gives you the
Petti Slip-P, S, M, 5.00; Bra-32-34A,
32-3b B, C, 5.00: Bi ki ni-4-b , 2.50. Not
shown: Brief-4-7 , 3.00. Junior Li ngerie,
West Shore Plaza, Downtown, North Gate.

Villager's tiny Dac ron:tr, polyester/ cotton
p11nt skirt swings into every campus activity
when it's topped with your favorite cotton knit shell. For a really groovy spring
get the pant skirt in 8- 14, 14.00; shell,
S.M.L., 6.00. Villager Shop, West Shore
Plaza, Downtown and North Gate, Tampa.

Tribune's McEwen Answers
Murray's Athletics Column

0~CLE

'

~

E.DITORIALS AND -COMMENTARY

.

\

ceived his national award, a state
sports writer for the Los Angeles Times.
In his accompanying note, Stanton plaque, strangely, and I showed him
said he " often thought that our students Stanton's letter saying Murray'd written
Some six weeks ago Dr. E. E. Stanwould enjoy knowing that lliere are men
rapping the ills of over-indulgence in reton Jr., chairman of the University of
cruiting and athletics.
in McEwen's own trade who disagree
South Florida's athletic council, submit- with him ; that there are first class
"Wait," said Murray, "I never at
ted to The Oracle for printing, a column
spo11ts writers who think and write anytime said I was opposed to intercollewritten by Jim Murray, syndicated honestly about the over-emphasis on giate athletics, bigtime or little time.
big-time athletics in American schools; You know I have a son on a baseball
These platforms, while quite
dictates." ' We urge the students to
It's time to trim back the ivy
that it is not necessarily true that those scholarship at California and you know
worthwhile, are hardly ones any
vote for these candidates to their
before it grows too high. Very
who disgaree with McEwen are wrong- how much I enjoy them, and admire the
other political party would oppose.
individual' merits, not because they
headed."
great events."
often the very thing which has
Both were carried on The Oracle's edAnd, at this time there is no_other
He said this before he and I listened
are members of a political party.
been cultured ana nurtured and
itori'!.l page, Feb. 21.
to Vic Bubas, brilliant basketball coach
major political party on campus to
This Univesity is unique in that
grown to benefit an institution an
Were · I in Stanton's position and ·at Duke, speak on the benefits of interit is urban and primarily commutoppose them.
choke it out.
to support the peculiar, now falobliged
collegiate basketball, and the ills of
er students. Because of this, our
We must be very careful of this
intercollE!to
opposition
of
pledge
tering,
voting.
bloc
promotes
SRG
exaggerated, high-powered
souped-up,
With the Students For Responsible student legislature should be dif- Members of the fraternities and_
giate athletics _ which might draw the
recruiting, and. Murray wrote another
Government (SRG) in today's elec- ferent from any other school, par- sororities usually bloc vote, and
evils of ·; attention, ·large gatherings of column embracing those two thoughts.
ticularly the ivy league image.
including students, flirtations
spectators,
tion.
Then he wrote a piece on how intercolleOur legislature must represent most ·of them vote SRG. If the
comand
betting,
professionalism,
with
giate athletics made it possible for Jesse
This campus waited for a long
By RAYMOND AUSTIN
the majority of the students, the other students, the commuters, the
the
seek
would
too
_
I
.recruiting,
petitive
Owens to do what he did, what he's
time to have political parties and
Student Commentary
independents, do not vote, and vote
support in the ' writings of other reportcommuters as weir as all other facand he said "tell the man I'm prodoing
now we have one. But we must not
for individual candidates, SRG will
A bough breaks from a tree and is
ers, tor there'll surely never be any from
sports, you know that. I'm just against
tions, residents, Greeks or indelet it choke out the purpose of the
steam- roll its way· into the Student
borne by a, stream. From tpe ripples of
this typewriter.
over-doing anything, . as you know, inpendents.
election and the democratic sys,
Legislature.
Association
rapids
the
into
passes
it
stream
the
agreecomplete
in
are
I
and
Stanton
cluding hooldng and slicing."
THE SRG. PLATFORM in this
'
tem.
pieces.
to
dash
might
rock
any
where
I
good,
he's
He-thinks
Murray.
un
ment
So, I thought I'd tell the man, and
representaand
pushing
senators
are
the
They
If
election. is good.
It cannot stop for the raging currents ' think he's the best, gave him a vote in
that I am not for intercollegiate athadd
repindividually,
serve
to
are
although
tives
legislaSA
PRIMARILY,
IS
the
in
SRG
, for student power
flow onward. Past many obstacles, the
select the letics at USF because anyone told me I
to
balloting
national
recent
the
resentihg the entire _student body, rapids lead the granch, -but upo"n ennot controlled by, resident ·Greek ture, an investigation into book
nation's top sports writer.
must be. I'm for them because I've been
they must be elected individually,
students. Their, purpose is · to
prices and an efficiency study for
trance into the falls it snaps .. Thereafter .
·Then, when he won and was to go to
close to them for plenty of years and
by the entire .student body.
foo!f services.
"nominate, e1E1ct and support ca.nlanding in the restive-quiescent river. _
Salisbury, N.C., April 1 - 2 to accept
friends -they're so much better than
Dr. Martin Luther King died amidst
the award, good friend Jim Murray
they're bad it is an unworthy debate.
the violent torrrents of America. He was
spend
to
30-31
March
Tampa
to
came
Surely there's some conclusion to be
I
cut down by a sniper's bullet while
drawn from the absolute fact that USF is
the weekend. w1,!:h me, playing golf and
Brown's Leaving May ~urt Rights Bill
trying to make it to the river, as peacetalking a'bout how great the UCLA bas- the only major state university, new or
. fully as possible, and survive the rage
ketball team was, who might be the next
old, with this anti-swctator sports policy.
· The- exit of Student Association
. Bro~ ·attended meetings of1 the
about him.
national college football champions,
Surely there's a problem of supporting
Chief Justice Ben Brown may Student -Affairs commi!tee while
--.__
.
things like that.
the policy when Stanton's only reference
THE BRANCH fell apart in the -ragtoSalisbury
to
went
I
and
"
he
Then,
to support his conviction was to the Unithrough
survivial
its
will
bu.t
falls,
ing
under
was
bill
rights
prove a detriment to the cause of
the student
gether, roomed together, played golf toversity of Chicago's pre-World War II deannihilaits
before
obstacles,
perilous
the Bill of Student Rights, now . conside~ation to ' explain reasoning
tion, be a waste? Can the flow that led to ' gether with Jesse Owens, another prod- cision to drop football and quit the Big
pending in the Student Affairs
behind some of -the .more liberal
uct of intercollegiate athletics, and he reTen.
the end enter the river without meeting
the rocks that imperil· the stream?
committee.
measures i~ calls for.
ls there another ·route, so that other
We are ·not saying that Brown
limbs fallen from trees, environ of the
HE SPENT HOUR,s discussing
was, or is, the orily one who could
stream, may meet the river, the limb_s in
details -of the proposal with stucarry the document through · the
one piece? Can others follow the course
dents, staff and faculty members of
n~c_essary channels.
the bough took if they engage raging torthe committee. The passage of that ·
rents or strike against the rocks before
BUT ALMO~T Il'lEVITABLY, it
I
them in anticipation of tpeir destructioz;i?
bill became almost an obsession
seems, th!'! _d etails -pf a task of this
If other b o u g h s be borne by the
wit\1. him. !Ie had a per:son!ll ded~-. of
on the-·•.• shoulders
l.s- · • ;Jefr
rtafur-e
stream and upon their journey turri into
.
-,
.: •
. . . I : ·•;:'
'
•
to the task.
cation
peaceful routes, the journey of the first
on_t;! -_P_e rsov. _. ·. ~,,,·. "' ~-. ..-_ ·"':.... ,.
bough will not have been a tragedy.
But _unfortunately for the wel· :F6rtWl'!tt~1y. ·:~~oi'~- the: bill, the
There is not an American alive that
gone
is
BroWii
stud-=µts
the
qf
fare
~ho!ildei'$ ·Of . BroWn ar~ ''t:'a pable
realize the peaceful policy Dr.
didn't
· and another pair .of capable shoul...
....
0nes. :
in his_ fight to free the
praticed
-King
' . ders hasn't stepped forward. ·
imprisoned conscience of America, "land-,
- · -SA Pres. · Scott . Barnett had
of the free".
nominated Robert Musselwhite to
ON THE CAMPUS Of the University
One of the apparent values in our so"When I considered universities, my
of South Florida, there are those 'that
the Chief Justice post. But the SA
rests
emphasis
The
'
education.
is
ciety
spun a little. Even at this time, my
head
Martin Luther King lived and died for.
legislatur~ has not met to approve
education
formal
of
quantity
the
upon
kno\11ledge was -jtist that - a
for
love
"The
said,
it>
Franklin Biggins, 4POL
one possesses.
love, a consuming interest and investmenl
narrow minded bigot, the symbol of
,
of my life.
Recently on television I saw one of
white-man America and inhumanity to
EVEN IF MUSSELWIDTE -is
eneduoation,
plug
astronauts
America's
the knowledge had a
THOUGHT
"THE
his fellow man, not only took the li-fe of
approyed, it' ref1lains to be seen
couraging each youth to stay in school as sole ·utilitarian function horrified me. I
the
took
but
symbol,
peace
world's
the
-whether he will take up the task
long as possible.
c~nsented to the university, though, li~
last hope for white America .
._
.·started by Brown. t ·
all worthwllile (!ndeavors should
cause
-~
\. ··.--. ~
At ·this point it is unfortunate that
I HA VE MY DOUBTS that education
working structure, which the un~
a
have
- It .therefore, becomes illcreas~
non-violence
the
from
one
no
is
there
I
When
be.
to
up
is what it is trumped
.
would p'rovide.
versity
ingly' evident tha:t a willing, capacamp who can assume Dr: King's dy·
was living in New Haven two summers
and
university
best
the
attended
"I
namic leadership. Lealfership now drifts
ble individual will have to be found
ago, I came in contact with a lot of Yale
again excelled above all other students.
toward the Carmichael camp.
personnel. Since that time I've often
to carry on the effort for students'
minute was a pleasure, and I was
Every
...
occurred
have
might
thought this
THE "WNG HOT summer", of which
rights.
BEN BROWN
when I was learning something
happiest
At a lunch counter I sat next to a
we have all be forewarned, will only be
I led a simple life; for I
Otherwise,
new.
young man decked out in a trim suit. A
th.e encore, ·for it is sure tci . be a. long
with the ideas of
agreed
always
have
morose expression hung on his face, the
warm spr!ng. White America has with~implicity of life.
the
about
Thoreau
mark of sadness. ·
beld too long and now it is too late.
"Graduate school came and went. I
After my meal of bacon, toast and
We as Americans have seen our peak
a doctorate, then a law degree.
received
two eggs, sunny-side-up, had arrived, I
and are, unfortunately, destined to fall
no more than to settle back
wanted
I
dug in. As I downed the _first bite I re·
like the Roman Empire':.
life with a book in my
simple
a
into
'
.
- .
.
marked: "Not bad, eh?"
Brenda Lindsay, ICBS, said "This is
hand.
Immediately the thought _of a fault
the worst that can happen to our nation.
"FIRST, I WENT to a factory to find
Dr. King was the only friend white pas flashed to my mind. He looked at
a simple job. I easily got the job, but
me, though, and replied: "Come to th~
America had. There are other so called
was fired when they found out about my
park with me; you might as well know
leaders who didn't follow King's policy of
I tried a stint as a stevedore,
education.
the _gruesome truth."
non-viol.,.nce such as Stokely Carmichael
and all was well until J:l:!Y records came
or Rap Brown.
FilSCINATED, I followed him across
through. The union wanted to promote
THIS SUMMER MAY end in a minor
the street to the park which sat at the
me to an executive position; I refused
revolution . . Most students on Negro colcenter of the city. He invited me to sit
and left the job. through a better constitution, and both
vacancies have remained unfilled for an
By STEVE ANDERSON
lege campuses feel that King's death
on a green bench with him, and I did.
"Many times the same thing was re_unnece5sary- amount of time, causing a
should be ratified by the student body.
Student Association Senator
conspiracy.
a
OD
act
the
was
suit
the
see
"You
began:
he
Tersely
Each time, I tried to tell them
peated.
of
area
loss of representation from that
H. Vince Lawrence, 4.EGR, said "I
THE BASKETBALL question which
When they .go t~ the polls°' to-day, stuI'm wearing? It's Brooks Brothers, and I
that all I wanted was a simple life, but
·
the legisiature. '
will be on the, referendum, is another im- "feel that this is going to be a helldents will not only -be electing represendetest every button on it.
they insisted I could not want any such
The second proposed -amendment
of-a-summer. There is no one to take Dr.
"It's really very simple. A few year~
tatives to the Student Govl!rnment legis- would change the date on which' the sen- - portant issQe that will test the magnitude
thing with my background.
King's place. .
ago - I guess some ten or twelve, I
lature, but will also be voting on two
"That's the story. I came back to the
ators, president .and vice president :as- . of student participation, student involveHe was the liaison officer of the
ment, anqstudent power at USF.
don't remember - I became excited
constitutional amendments arid a refer~ sume office, from the last day. -of the
university because there was no oth~r
.
.
.
races, and the line of communication
President Allen has stated that recent
~ndum on basketball. about learning, gleaning data and ideas
pliice. I had to tell someone, though, and
Quarter -in wl:iic~ they are elected, to the
polls taken by the student government has been shot down.
When voting,.stµdents should giv.e the day immediately following the last day
_from books, studying it and commiting .it
a stranger is the best person."
NOW THE MILITANTS have reason
to memory.
aame careful consideration to these three of the Quarter in which they are elected. -- are misleading, and that pnly a mil).ority
HE EXCUSED HIMSELF and hurried
to flare-up. It's going to take a whole lot
·
actuajly wants basketb?]..
issues as they do to the representatives
off. I watched him a minute, then rested
"AS A RESULT of this inordinate in·
of convincing to cool the tempers of hot
A strong student iturn-out at the polls,
TmS IS Al~:[ED at eliininating tech_
they Will be electing.
before returning to my apartment to
terest, t became an unusually adept stu·
with a large majority voting for basket- youths. I doubt that this is possible.
nical problems caused ,by : 'the present
THE FIRST constitutional ·amendpack for the trip back to USF for anothdent, was able to excel in whatever aca·
ball will prove President .Allen wrong,' Every Ainerioari should take a look in
riient would requite th_a t the president of -constitutional provisions.
er year. What happened that afternoon
demic endeavor I chose.
the mirror and ask, "What have I done
Both amendments were careftilly con- and will serve as a strong basjs for the
the Student Association fill" all vacancies
was all in my imagination, I opined.
"In my high school I was always (irsl
·
.for human relations."
in the legisl~ture ·by_appointment within sJdered by•th0y- authors, by the Constitu- · introduction of a basketball team.
If you want to know the trilth, it was i
in my class and graduated with honors,
Carey Jones,_2 POL, said, "Unfortu- valedictorian. In fact, among a class of
The student government believes that
tion Revisions Committee, and . by the
two weeks of. the occurrence of the vabut sometimes J wonder how real !magi;;
nately the white racists of this nation
l~gislature before they, were approved. - the -days o:Cthe apathetic student are
. ~ancy.
nation is.
more than two thousand.
have Written the final chapter in their
gone, and tlfat the students at USF will
Both are great _ strides towards a
Tbis would correct the situatio_ns
manifesto on the elimination of the black
prove this today.
more efficient student Government
\Vhich have occurred in the past, where
man. The killing of Dr. -King is a spark
•
that will ignite the blacks to rise up and
(
to obtain, by any means possible, those
I
rights that have been denied for the _past
300 years."
Yoland Engram, lCBS. said, "Shocking! It is still unbelievable that he is
dead. I knew that he was a great man,
No. 28
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always facing death; yet it is so unreal."
JAMES E. MYLES, 3MTH, said, "Qr.
ACP A.LL-AMERICAN 1967, 1968
embarrassment at Friday night's event.
By MARGIE SISK
death was a real tragiC blow to
King''>
ANPA PACEMAKER AWARD 1967
student said, "I invited a date from
One
Editor
feature
movement for the Negro
non-violence
the
Published evert Wednesday in the school ye11
Spring, Syndrome Weekend happened another school to attend the week-end
by lhe University of South Florida 4202 Fowler Ave.,
cause. This will serve only a booster to
Tampa, Fla., J3620. S•cond class postage paid al
here, I was frankly at a loss for words
to USF studerits. They had no chance to
tee militants who will use King's death
Tampa, Fla., 33441, under Act of Mar. 3. 187f. Prinlas how to explain what happened to a
forstall the happening, it just oome.
ed BY Tho Times Publishing company, SI. Petersas pr•nf ~hat non-violence is not the way
burg.
Friday night students at USF paid
college weekend."
to achieve Negro equality.
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$1:50 per person to be ·entertained by
It seems that because of its newness,
I believe that if Congress and white
Single CDPY <non-&tudentsl __. --- --- ...- -- 10<
_ S4 School yr.
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what was billed as "the number. one
USF does not know what exactly should
can't mali;e some fast moves,
Americ:i
llT
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by
edited
and
"ritten
is
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The
entertainment group by Cash Box Magabe included in a college weekend. It is toward bettering the plight of its black
1111 University al soulh Florida. Edilorial >1tws
herein are ·not necessary those ol the USF adminzine."
apparent by this past -weekend what
citizen5. then the present situation of re·
lslrallan.
The Blue Magoos, by any normal colshould not.
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A man has given the ultimate for a
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what is happening.
Many students voiced their disgust and
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·Israel Raid
Called Misfire

OUR READERS WRITE

Student Raps McCarthy

By BRIAN BREEDHAM
Foreign Editor of
The Economist

ing his efforts to control and the ·west Bank should be an ment. True, too, that few of
prevent saboteurs operating exception . .
them feel strong loyalty to the
frqm his territory. iSut this . But Israel has been trying Hashemite regime in Jordan
was before the war last June, to make it an exception. Amid or have retained their faith in
Isr.ael's raid across the when the king had more op- the confusion of ideas coming President Nasser.
River Jordan March 21 mis- tions open - and had more to out of Israel's coalition govBut even without the guerfired. Not because it was lose.
ernment, one theory, strongly, rilla incursions from across
unanimously condemned by
Now, with Jerusalem and b~cked by Moshe Dyan, the the river, there is no real evithe Security Council on March the West Bank gone, perhaps · minister of defense, stands dence that West Bank leaders
24 ; not even because t~e ~- - forever, and with the East out
would either want or dare to
raelis met stiffer resiStance Bank - . the remainder of Jorgrasp
at the alternative that
But Israel has been trying
from the Jordanian army than dan - slipping out of his conIsrael
is tentatively propos_make it an exception. Amid
they expected.
trol, the king has made com- the confusion of ideas coming ing. With the guerrilla moveJ· ..
· It misfired because its net mon caul'e with the guerrillas. out of Israel's coalition gov- ment very much alive, their
result has been to strengthen 'For their part, the ·guerrillas, ernment, one theory, strongly reluctance to commit themthe position of the Palestinian newly reorganized , are no backed by Moshe Dayan, the selves in this way became all
longer _directing their main minister of :. defense, stands the greater. ·
. guerrilla fighters in Jordan Israel had hoped, and is still
and consequently the spirit of energies against each other out.
hoping, that its military occuArab resistance inside the' Is- and against the king.
. mIS IS THE aim of estab· pation of the West Bank could
.. raeli-occupied West B a n k
BEFORE THE war, their lishing some form of Palestin- slide into an infinitely more
area.
acts of sabotage in Israel had ' ian self-rule in the West Bank, fruitful rel,ationship with the
THE ISRAELIS justify the no clear pur'pose. Now, right of creating a Palestinian "en- Palestinians. It may in the
· raid as a police a,ction . pro- or wrong, they can set their tity" wh"ich would operate in end have to accept that Israel
voked by the terrorism of infil- sights at making life intolera- close relationship with Israel. as an occupying power will be
, trators from across the river. ble for the Israelis in the West
It is true that West Bankers treated as such ·- and must
· · Israeli public opiriion was en- Bank.
yearn for the chance to live behave as such. This is not a
flamed by recent acts of sabo-' . Military occupation is humil- _ their lives in peace, and that cheering outlook for either
tage, particularly by the' min- • itating for the conquered, dif- - inany of them dread the inter- side. But occupation, by any
ing of a school bus near Eilat. ficult for the victors, danger- necine consequences of a other name, will smell as
And it is in line with Israeli ous for both. As· time passes it strong underground move- sour.
policy to try to suppress sabQ:: becomes harder for the con- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -,- - - - . tage by heavy "retaliatory". quered 'people to evade mak~ action.
ing the choice between resis. In the past King Hussein of tance_ and collaboration. This
Jordan has responded to such is the traditional pattern, a~d
punitive warnings .bY reinforc- there seems no reason why

Upward Bound· Gets
Grant F9r Program
Project Upward Bound received a $296,815 grant to assist USF in financing its Community Action Program.

EXPLORE a ROCKETing ·career
~ith "SPACE for your

talents

If -

you will be at least a
·iunior next year
you have an ·above- ·
average academic record
-- you are not committed
to another prof~ssion
you can work 10-12
· weeks, June-Sept., in:
.
Fort Lauderdale, Jackson- ·
ville, Miami, Orlando, St.
Pet~rsbu~g, or Tampci Pub-·
lie Library.
Then LAUNCH your exploration by picking
up fact sheets, application
blanks,
signing up for interview on Tuesday,
April 16, at University ~lacement Services, 1 Administration Building, Mr.
· -Donald Colby.
I

'

not aecepted. "It is unknown
if the adminfstration will accept, the slashed grant Until it
is seen where the ctits were
The grant was effective made," Marijo McCormick,
March 15 ·and the Office of director of Upwarli Bound,
Economic, Opportunity will said.
Upward Bound is a federal,
share ,in incurred costs that
began on that date, Theodore pre - college program funded
Berry, director of the Com- under the Office of Economic
munity A\:!tion Program, said. Opportunity. It began operaUSF originally requested a tion at USE in 1966 and is
grant for $356,833 which was aimed. at correcting academic
weaknesses, building academic strengths, and improving
student motivation.
Quarter IV, the research
project will be housed in Beta
Spoos~rs
for eight weeks, b.eginning
T.be Economics Club will June 16. There will be 190
sponsor a Federal Reserve' students participating from 33
Seminar April 19, 9 a.m. to 3 different high schools, and
p.m., in Andros Center 101-A. from Hillsborough, Pinellas,
Polk, Pasco, Manatee and
Members of the Federal ReSarasota counties.
serve Bank of Atlanta reThese students will take
sea_rch staff will speak. USF
Pres. Jo:hn Allen will speak at various courses, ranging from
physics to sewing under the
a noon luncheon.
supervision of USF professors
Reservatidns for the luncheon at $2.50 per person must and high school teachers from
surrounding counties.
be made at the fourth. floor
Business Administration receptionist desk before noon
Friday.

to McCar thy's political aspirations than· any speech made
by an opponent.
PROBABLY nowhere in 'the
state is this disunion more
evident than the Students for
McCarthy club here.
Sadly enough many of the
mell}bers of this club were
or are members of the almost
defunct Students for Peace
and Freedom.
SPF, you will remember, is
that well organized, tight-knit
group of do gooders whose
march on the chemical factory in this vicinity went, as '
The . Oracle so aptly put it,
"ssspppfff."
TffiS SAME band of capable workers) s now an integral
part in the Tampa citizens for
McCarthy movement.
With the elimination of
President Johnson from 1the
race,_ the McCarthyltes now

(ED's NOTE - Out of the
106 Students For l\lcCarthy at
USF, six have been members
of the Students for Peace''and
Freedom movement. Two of
the McCarthy officers were
former SPF'ers.) .
EDITOR:
.
The McCarthy for President
movement has come under
harsh criticism for · its unorganization. The base of
McCarthy's c a m p a i g n is
mostly inexperienced college
students.
McCarthy's ideas have captUred the energies of these
youth who are dedicated to
the liberization of this nation's
policy at ·home and abroad.
But dedication is not enough
for the i{la:bility to stapd together and have one centralized authority dfrecting it.
This is far more detrimental

have an onerous task of beating the Bobby Kennedy onslaught for the Democratic
nomination.
Let us hope that the sins of
the father will not be visited
upon the son. The son being
the Tampa McCarthy · drive
and the father being the disorganization of SPF.
IF THE POOR planning pf

this almost extinct organization is bridged over to the political aspirations of the Senator· from Minnesota, I say that
this is possibly sigfnificant to
the platform of this man.
If this is true, then the
country is better off without
the bungling of this man: If
this is not true , then I am

hoping that there will be &
reevaluation of the inane tactics so blatantly displayed by
the members of this organization on this campus.
Let us hope that there will
be no more open bickering by
the persons involved in this
movement on this campus.
FOR THE EFFECT that It
has on the interested persons
who have not yet taken the
finhl step of joining, is one of
emptiness and despair.
If Kennedy , or any other
Democratic candidate, is to be
beaten, there must be a unified front and not the present
disunion policy.
V. W. TILLMAN
!CBS

Barnett Disagrees With Taylor
Is the glass
half empty or
half full?

EDITOR:
fiscal matters to protect the
I feel that I must take issue public investment.
with your article in the April
All educational policies and
3 issue of The ·oracle stating academic questions should be
that I agree with . Clyde Tay- handled by educators. Ques- ·
lor, Student Government tions of tenure and curricuPresici'ent of the University of lum would be included.
Florida concerning the .Board
The state would not ask
of Regents.
someone with no business
I have not agreed with Tay- backg;round · to make fiscal
lor's specific plan. There are policy .. It seems inconsistent
too man.Y, operational difficul- .- that people with. no educationties that would come if it al background would be enwere instituted.
tr.usted to make or · approve
My P.Qsition is t hat the educational policy.
Board of Regents should. be
Thank you for the opportuconcerned only with the physi" nity to Clarify my position.
cal plant of the various instiSCOTT F. BARNETT
tutions and \vith only .purely ~resident, Student' Association

If you think it's half empty,
maybe the Peace Corps is not for
you.
If you think it's half full,
you've got the first thing we look
for
in Peace Corps people.
Optimism.
If you want to know more
about what it takes to pass muster
in the Peace C01']Js, write us.
The Peace Corps, Washington,

D.C. 20525.
.,.i•t 1,,~
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Economics Club
Meet.

Moore Lectures
On 'Strange
Case' Tonight

S~ECIAL SALE
Regylar .Pr:ice 3~74
SALE PRICE
. ONLY 1.97

CHOOSE FROM:

•ORIGINAL MOVIE
SOUNDTRACKS
-.i • ROCK
ROLL
.
~•VOCALISTS• POPULAR
~ •RHYTHM & BLUES .
•COUNTRY &WESTE~N
• JAZZ. FOLK · :COMEDY

"-
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Jack B. Moore, associate
professor of English, has been
selected for the first Faculty
Lecture Series, today at 8
p.m. in University . Center
(CTR) 255.
Professor Moore will lecture
on "The Strange Case of' Author X."
The second lecture sched:
uled this year is "'Determinng
the"Earth's Figure" by H. K.
Eichhorn-van Wurmb, chairman and professor of natural
science's, April 18 at 8 p.m. ·in
CTR255.

Griffith Attends
Convention.Soon
Dr. John Griffith, chairman '
ot the Department of Structures, Materials and Fluids of
the College of . Engineering,
will attend the annual meeting of the Southeastern section of 1the ~erican Society
of Engmeermg Education ·in
B 1 a ck s b u r g, Va., next
Wednesday through April 19.
"Communication in Engineering Education" is the
theme of the conference at
Virginia Tech's' Donaldson
Brown Center for Continuing
Education.

Paul Antinori
To Speak Here
Next Wednesday
Hillsb.orough County State
Attorney Paul Antinori will
speak in the University Center Ballroom ·at 2 p.m. next
Wednesday.
Young Democrats President
Bob Meyer said his group is
asking local candidates to
present their positons and answer questions concerning the
elections. '
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JUST SAY

. WEDDING DIAMONDS ARE SET IN 14.;.;KARAT AND'
18-KARAT GOLD.
. ..
.A. Traditional design has 1l dia,l nonds ...: , ; ~ . • :. ·: U3$;jto

B. Beautiful ·marqyise cut diamond tr!o· .•.... :: . $395,0.0 ...
C. 9 diamond t.rio with antique finish gold". .. -.. ... $4~8.08 :
·USE OUR CONVENIENT 0; Lovely 15 diamond matched trio des.ig11 ... , ; . . $495.QO
E. Heart design bridal set hos 8 diamo:id's. ; . ':. / . ~100;00 ' ,
PAXMENT PLAN!
F. Traditional design set .with. 10 diamonds >. ; ; .. $219;00 ;: .
· G. Classic desJgn has 11 ·r 0 di~nt d.i amonds : :.• ,. •. $2$5~0t (> '
. H. Vf!ry mode~n design set has. 7 d iamonds. - ~· ;: . '. $400~00 .
. I. Contemporary,des ign set with 1J diamo~ds .... $495.00,"'.:
"CHARGE' IT"

..

.
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I L L U SIRA.TION.$ EN L ·ARGCC

IN TAMPA SHOP AT GORDON'S
DIAMOND MERCHANTS OF AMERICA ·

ffiERLE
noRmRn
Cosmetic Studio
USF BOOKSTORE

Home of the
FREE HOUR OF BEAUTY
llORTHGATE SHOPPING CTR. MAi.L
1913 FLORIDA AVENUE
Phone 932·2232

G~':IRR!'J:s

TERRACE PLAZA MALL 8876 56th

STREET

3924 BRITTON PLAZA -NORTH GATE Shopping Center
SHIPPING

emu

9013 N. FLORIDA AVE.

OTHER STORES IN: ST. PETERSBURG, CLEARWATER,
BRADENTON, PLANT CITY AND LAKELAND
Shop Gordon's .Coost to C.o ost

Connecticut Stops USF Win Skein
By JOHN JOLINSKI
Sports Writer
South Florida's four game
win streak _came to a halt as
the University of Connecticut,
ranked 20th in the nation, defeated the Brahmans twice
last weekend.
The double loss overshadowed Brahman outfielder Ron
Huff's hot hitting performance. Huff had six hits in 11
trips, including two doubles in
the series.
·The 3-2 defeat Friday was
the longest game in USF history, lasting four hours and
going 14 innings.
MARVIN SHERZER
pitched 11 innings and yiel ded
only two runs , but the Brahmans could not back him with
any hitting support.
In the second inning, Jack
Melen lined a double off ·the
left field wall, advanced to
third on a ground out, and
scored on a double steal.
· USF jumped on starting
pitcher Ed Baird for an unearned run in the third. Sherzer started off the inning with
a single, but was forced at
second on Huff's grounder.
Huff moved to second on a
wild throw and went to third
when Art Ulmer was safe at
first ori the shortstop's error.
Huff then scored on a passed
ball; tying the score 1-1.
· FROM THE second inning;
Sherzer pitched scoreless ball
until he tired with two out in
tl)e 12th. Mike Macki, making
his firs t - appearance in a .
month , came · in
retire the ·
s ide with runners on firs t and
third, a f i e' r
Connecticut
scored on a single, a stoleq
base, and a single by ABAmerica candidate George
Greer.
The Brahmans tied it up in
the bottom of the inning when
.with two outs, , pinch-hitter.,
'wmard Brimm singl~d 'to left, ·
Dave Glaize walked ~nd Huff .
singled to left. Ulmer popped
out to end the thi eat. ·
USF had an excellent opportunity to win the game in the
13th when they loaded .. the
bases with only one out. Jim
Fischer, hitting tot Ray
l'iveo, wa,lked and , mQved to
third on Jesus Garcia:.S single

to center. Doug Heyktns was
intentionallly walked, filling
the bases, but Larry McGary
s truck out, and pinch-hitter
John Jolinski grounded out to
end the rally.

CONNECTICUT scored the
winning run in the 14th on a
warn: and two singles off losing pitcher Carreno.
In Saturday's 10-5 loss, Jim
Diaz and the Brahmans could

fare no better against the
Huskies' oowerful hitters.
In the -first inning ; Ieadoff
man Fred Malan smashed a
360-ioot homerun over the left
field wall .

USF TIED it up on singles
by Huff and Ulmer, and a
throwing error by catcher
Paul Gruner.
In the third, Malan delivered a two run double, but the
Brahmans surged back in the
bottom of the inning when
they loaded the bases with
one out. Huff singled, Ulmer
was safe on an error, a nd
Paul Buzzella walked. A wild
pitch to Bruce Drummond alUSI'
1b r . h bl
Gla ize 2b
Huff d

Ulmer ss
Buzz a Jb
1

Schenz'r l b
Ga rcia c
McGary rf
Brimm cf
Heykens If
Jol'ki rt
Diaz p
M acki p
R itz ph
Fischer ph
LaPoin te p

Tol1IJ
conn

USF

Conn.

5 I 1 o Malan If
5 3 3 1 Filmer lb
5 o 1 O D e p~en ct

5 3 4 3
3 O1 1
2 OOo
4 2 3 2
2b
cf-lb 4 O 2 1
ssr f
• o· 1 o
5 O1 O

' ,o I
5
'

2
2
2
2

1b r h bl

1 Peprn
0 1 O Greek
1 3 o Melen
O O O F lood
0 0 1 Gruner c
0 0 0 Ma ttern 3b
O O O Orum'd P
o 1 o Hog'y P

1
0 0 0 0

5
J
3
2

l
2
2
0

lowed Huff to score but
McGary and Heykens struck
out to end the threat.
Connecticut added two more
r uns in the fourth on four
straight singles . Macki , making his second appearance in
two days, relieved Diaz and
retired the side. The Huskies
led 5-2.

The Huskies · scored twice
Connecti c~
ab
Fried'n 2b
F ilmer l b
P . 3
ep rn b

Gr~ner

Baird P
Bach P

c

T impe p

0 0 0 0

31 5 II J TotllJ
4010161
121 200 121-10
' 101 002 JOG- 5

E-Hey kens, Gruner, Ulmer, 2, Melen.
Tot1fs
DP- USF l. 28-Malan, Pepi n, Garcia. Connecticut
Huff,
Gruner.
JB-Buzzela ,
Garcia . USF
HR-M alan. SB-Pepin . SF-Me I e n,
E-Mel en
Br imm.
Diaz (LJ
Macki
P ivec
Carren o
La Point•
Drummond CWl
Hogeriy
W P-Hogerty

IP
3 2_3
2 1_3
1
0
2
5
4
-'

H
9
1
1
0
2
7
4

USF
r h bi
a b. r h bl
6 O 1 DGla ize 2b
6 0 1 0
7 1 3 1 H ff ct
6 I 3 I
u
6 0 0 0
6 1 2 OUlmer ss
6 0 l l Buzzella Jb
7 1 J OS ch e~'r l b
7 O J OGarc1a c
7 0 J OHeykens If
5 O o OMcGary rf
2 o o OSherzer p
3 o o OMack i p
1 o o o Br imm ph
Pivec p
Jolinski ph
1000
Fischer ph
Ritz If

56 316 2 Total s

'2;

281
Ol-3
00-2
Huff,

»- •

.....

*
**

iii~ '

52
010 ooo ooo 001
001 ooo GOO 001
Malan, Mc:Gary,
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-A Long Day
I

·It was a long day for Biscayne golfers a t
USF Saturda·Y as the Brahma ns topped ·
them and two other opponents t-0 raise their
season record above .5QO for the first time.
USF downed St. Leo aiid . Stetson for its

seventh straight win. The Brahmans, 8-7,
t ravel to Miami Saturda.y_ for a match with
the Hurricanes, who dropped a. match at
USF ~rlier.
·'

Linkers Take
Eigh.th Win
USF's golf team won its have shot one-under-par 7l's.
seventh straight match SaturUSF's most consistant gollday with a tripli:! victory over
er,
Rick Ragnitt, ,had an 80.
St. Leo, Biscayne, and Stetson.
After a scrambling front
The Brahmans are now 8-7 nine 46, Robertson parred the
for the year after six losses at back side and carded an 81.
the start of the season.
The top five USF golfers toThe team travels to the Uni- taled 286 strokes, 32 ahead of
versity of Miami Saturday for Stetson. St. Leo totaled 423,
a two-way match. USF defeat- followed by Biscayne with 434 .
. ed the Hurricanes last month
Golf coach Wes Berner was
on the Brahman course.
obviously
pleased with t he reSt. Leo's Ron Chmura fired
sults,
and
now looks forward
a 78, but th e visitors could
manage only four of 181Joints to a probable winning season
with three matches remain'from USF. ·
ing.
USF defeated Stetson 12Wto 51;2, and Biscayne 151;2 to
USF. McKenty, 41, 36-77.
21;2.
Ragnitt, 40 , 40-80. Robertson,
Bob McKenty, playing in 45, 36-81. Pearce, 42, 41-83.
the num ber two position , led Curtin, 42, 43-85. Lehman, 44 ,
South Florida gglfers with a
41-85.
77. McKehty currently shares
the USF course record with , Stetson. Wright, 43, 38-81.
Tom Robertson. Both golf~rs Brassey, 40 , 42-82. Pierson, 43,
· 40-83. Ketchem, 42, 42-84. Satava , 44 , 44-88. · O'Brian, 45,
: j :J !!!!~
47-92.

8620 • 40th Street
Ph. 988·1921

ATTENTION -ALL
STUDENTS:
'

.

I

St. Leo. Chmura, 39, 39-78.
Gleason, 43, 39-82. Liddle , 46,
38-84. Tully, 44, 44-88. Dwyer,
44 , 47-91. Moynihan, 45, 51-96.
Biscayne . Mendez, 40, 43-83.
Burrell, 44, 42-86. Dahl, 41,
45-86. Hurtak, 43, 45-88. LePera; 42, 47-89.

Bloom, Green

As of April 15, you can sign a
cootract to live in FontanQ Hall
for next Fall.
Come visit our model.

FONTANA HALL
932-4391

SATELLITE TRACKING SYSTEMS
EARTH STATIONS FOR COMSAT
RARE EARTH PHOSPHORS
VIDEO TELEPHONES
MICROWAVE CARRIER ·SYSTEMS
COLOR TELEVISION ,
LASER RESEARCH
CABLE TELEVISION
ELECTRONIC SWITCHING EQUIPMENT
FLASHCUBES
MISSILE TRACKING SYSTEMS
ENERGY STORAGE
BLACKBOARD BY.WIRE TEACHING SYSTEMS
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
INCANDESCENT AND FLUORESCENT.LAMPS
,
SEMICONDUCTORS
ELECTROLUMINESCENT DEVICES
-TELEVISION PICTURE'TUBES
RECEIVING TUB-ES
ELECTRONIC SHIELDS
MISSILE LAUNCH CONTROL SYSTEMS
INDUST-RIAL CONTROL SYSTEMS
DATA TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS
AIRPORT LIGHTING

Take Tourney
Dottie Bloom and Tom Green ·
won the March ringer tournament a t the USF golf course.
Green 's 46 topped the handicap men's division while Bloom
repeated as women 's division
winner with a 75.
A new tourney starts every
month. Merci)_andize prizes are
_awarded, and there is no entry
fee.

Co-Op Director MHler
To Attend Conference
George Miller, director of
Cooperative Education Program , will attend the annual
conference for schools and
employers participating in the
Co-op program from the
Southeast.
The meeting will be Monday
through next Wednesday at
Virginia Polytechnic Institute
in Blacksburg, Va.

.
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R ER BB SO DP-USF 1, Conn . I.
2B-Melen 2, Malan, McGary . Huff,
6 6
2 1
0 0 0 0 SB--;Melen, Buzzella, S-Gruner, Heykens,
l l
l
a P epin.
2 2 2 0 Sherze r
1li 2-J ~ ~ E: B~ S~
1 D 2 1 Ma cki .
1-J 0 0 o o o
2 I 5 8 Pivec
2 0 0 0 0
1
3 3
2 Carreno
(LJ
1 1l
Baird
32 1I O
7O
Bac h
3
t
I J 5
Timpe (WI
2 0 0 2 1
HBP-F riedman
WP-Bai rd

Woodrow M. Av a 1 on
drowned March 30 while skin
diving near Edward Key in
St. Petersburg. Avalon, a
former green beret, planned
to ~o graduate work here in
September.
Resuscitation efforts -were
made by fellow green berets.
Avalon was pronounced dead
on arrival at St. Petersburg
Hospital.
A military funeral was
held last \Vcek at Memorial;
Pa.rk in St. Petersblll'g.

coach Hubert Wright said.
"We were dead. We'll have to
play better than that if we expect to beat them this Friday."
USF, 6-7, hosts Con necticut
Friday at 3 p.m. at USF.

USF SCORED twice in the
sixtn on a single, doµble; and
two-out triple by Buzella.

2 0 Greer cf
0 0 Melen ss
l O Ma lan If
1 1 Flood rt

0 0 0 0
1 oo 0

more in the eighth to put the
game out of reach for the
Brahmans. Dan La Pointe finished up for Carreno yielding
a s ingle hit.
" I was real disappointed by
our performance today,"

And you still call us a phone company?
w~

really don't mind.
.
After all, it wasn't that long ago that we were just in the telephone business. But
now, because we're involved in so much more, we need bright college graduates
with practically any kinq of degree, whether it's in Engineering or Commerce.
Ask your placement director about us. The misunderstood phone company at
730 3rd Avenue, N.Y. 10017.
'

General Telephone & Electronics

SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS· LENKURT ELECTRIC · AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC CO. • TELEPHONE COM PANIES
IN 33 STATES • GENERAL TELEPHONE DIRECTORY CO. • GT&E LABORATOR IES • GT&E INTERNATIONAL
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Osborne, Bloom Capture
Babe Zaharias Berths
Murphy Osborne and Paul death playoff to qualify. Both art will represent USF's
Bloom will represent the . USF. golfers had tied with net \Yomen golfers ~ the same
golf course Saturday in the fi- · scores of 74 after 18 'holes.
tourney. Bioom fired a net 68.
nals of the Babe Zaharias
Osborne was assured of a fi- Stewart turned in a 79.
Cancer Fund golf tournament., nalist spot as he carded a net
Semi-final qualifying had
Bloom edged Mac Mahoney 72.
,
been held during March. The
on the first hole of a suddenDottie Bloom and Kay Stew: top 12 qualifiers in the men's
and women's divisions battled
Saturday for the top two positions in each division.
-

Men .Netters Crush

USF Photo

Auto ·Rallyes Pace Weekend
An unidentified sports car enthusiast handles a curve at
US.F Saturday. The {;SF Sports Car Club sponsored a Sir

John Falstaff ~femorial Rallye Saturday and an autocross
Sunda.y. Some 37 cars entered the aub1cross.

Students Protest Spring .Break
While students at USF have
. only grumbled quietly about
the total absence .of an Easter
vacation, Iowa State University (JSU) students have petitioned, rallied, and threatened
to boycott classes to get an
extension of their week - long
spring break.
: ISU's va-cation is scheduled
•

1

The USF men's tennis team
tuned up for the Cape Coral
Invitational Tournament with
a resounding 6·1 win over
Tampa University Saturday.
Rain washed out two remaining doubles matches after Jim
Rinehart and Larry Bell
teamed up to beat Tampa's
McWilliams and Brenner, 6-2,
6-0.

with 8,000 signatures (nearly
Bill Newbrough, editor of
half the student body) to the ISU's Daily Iowan," said, "Not
presici'ent of the University.
very many good argunients
When the administration re- can be presented for bringing
Tim Barrett, P.laying in the '
fused the request, the ISU students back to campus for
Student Senate called unani- just two Clays of class before a difficult number one position
mously for the boycotting of weekend which might have for · USF, lost to Tampa's
dasses on the two disputed been better spent in Florida
Squires, 6-1, 8~6. It was the
days.
Spartans only point.
If
only
he
knew.
USF
stuThe senate also sponsored a
rally in support of extending dents don't even have two
The Brahmans swept the rethe vacation. The group · of days to 'spend_ off campus in maining singles matches as
about 100 students who attend- Florici:a, not to mention Iowa.
they raised their season mar"k
ed shouted "No!" when asked'
'
to 6-3.
if they were coming back for
classes on those two days.
USF netters return to the
The day ·after the rally, a
home courts April
to host
delegation from ISU 's AssociCumberland
.
on
the
lighted
ated Residence Halls met
Entries
in
the
emblem
_
contennis
courts.
with
the
president
of the UniAlpha 1 West vs. Alpha 3 East
versity to ci'iscuss the terms of test for the College of EngiThursday
·
~quires (T) defeated Barthe .student petition and to neering must be submitted to
TKE vs Pi Kappa Alpha Betty Nelson in Engineering rett (l!SF) 6-1, 8-6. Perkins
Alpha 4 East A vs. Alpl}a 4 hear the administration's rea- (Eng) 108 by 5 p.m. Thurs- (USF) defeated
McWilliams
sons
for
denying
a
.
vacation
EastB
day.
extension.
(T)
6-2,
6-1.
Rinehart
(USF)
Beta 2 West vs. Beta 3 East
The contest is open only to
I
defeated
Cadel
(T) 6-0, 6-0.
Sigma Nu vs. ATO
engineering students and re, Women's Voll,eyball
Martin
(USF)
defeated
Masquires
art
work
only,
no
sloWunderlich Attends
Today
gans. The emblem will be ten (T) 6-0, 6-3. Yohner (USF)
Personnel Conference used in advertising by the ColAlpha Delta Pi vs. Tri Chi
defeated Neff (T) 6-2, 6-3.
Herbert J. Wunderlich, vice lege.
Kappa Delta vs. Delta Zeta
Lu's Herd vs. Kappa ' 1 East president for student , affairs,
Rinehart and Bell (USF) .
"The contest is sponsored by
attended a conference of the the engineering College Asso- defeated .Brenn_e r and McWilMu 3 West vs. Kappa .
Thursday
National Association of Stu-' ciation. It offers three top liams
(T) 6-2, 6-0. Brewer and
Chi Omega vs. Alpha Epsilon dent Personnel Administra- prizes of $30, $20, and $10, reYohner
(USF) vs Squires and
Phi
tors last week in Minneapolis, spectively.
Tri Delta vs. Delta Gamma Minn.
For further information, Cade! (T) rained out. Martin
PEM's ys. Mary Ann's lnjuns . He returned to his office check the bulletin boards in and . Howard (USF) vs Neff
Mu 3_.East vs. Basketweavers last Wednesday.
the Engineering Building.
and Masten (T) rained out.
from Thursday to . April 18,
with classes i:esuming for
Thursday and Friday of that
week. Students want to take
those two days also and return to classes the following
Monday.
· Students at !SU began their
movement for a longer spring
vacation by sending a petition

· wo~en's Volleyball

. Opens Slate Mond ay
Men's and women 's Quarter
III intramurals has begun
with appro<eimateJy. 1000 students participating on soft;
ball, tennis, badminton, and
volleyball teams.
Men's softball action has a
full schedule of games this
week and will continue
through May.
Women's v_olleyball began
Monday with 16 games sched- '
uled this week. .
'
Men's Softball
Today ·
Theta Chi vs. Kappa Sig
Alpha 2 West vs. Alpha 2 East
· Beta 4 East vs. Beta Ground
East
'-

·Tampa S~artans 6-1

Men finalists will compete
for the city championship at
Pebble Creek at 1 p.m. Saturday against finalists from 12
area courses.
Women finalists will play at
Carrollwood Golf and Country
Club at the same time.
Semi-finalists Net Scores
Murphy Osborne
72

..

Entries Due
For ., Contest,

74

Paul Bloom
Mac Mahoney
Don Stephenson
I. H. Fulford
Cliff Bickford
Doran Cushing
Herb Rebhun
Taylor Hart

n
76
77

78
78
84
104

-------

Golf Club Meeting
Set Friday Afternoon
USF's Golf Club will hold a11
organizational meeting Friday
in University Center 204 at i
p.m.
All students and staff interested in golf are invited to attend.
The club will sponsor a
tournament the first weekend
in May.

ALLSTATE

~;~:f~!:~E

Phone 932-433 7
LOW COST AUTO INSURANCE

For Faculty and Students
-plusSR 22's filed.

· BELL
... beats Tampa.

Located Next to Kirby's Northgate

For A Really Great Pizza
SEE THE

1a

PIZZA HUT
.

.

-

NOW. THREE CONVENIEN
'
, T .LOCATIONS

8426 N. FLOR'I DA

'Phone 935-051 2

3405 E. Hillsboroug h • PhQ'ne 238· 1~12
716 N. Dale Mabry - Phone 877-1912

to Serve You ••• the NEW, NEW

..

\_

....

'

.

IN
,

.. .. :... .
,•.

...

Open 10:00 A.M; to 9:00 P.M.
Welcome to our newest Fre'macs . •• the stores that cater to your good appearance . •• where you~ll find
a complete selection of the newest men's fashions for the traditional, conservative or c~ntemporary
dresser. Nothing bold or brash . .. just~ livelier approach for the man with vitality and imagination who
likes to dress with a flair.
Good taste, versatility, comfo,-t and correct flt are the fundamental s of the clothes featured by Fremacs.
From suits tit sox, you'll find Fremacs' fine quality, styling and selection in a most complete line of men's
furnishings.
Wardrobe building is a gradual process; so - whenever and whatever your clothing needs, our expert•
enced staff is always ready to "lerve you.
Convenient charge accounts available.

'Younger men's sizes in slacks, shirts and sport coats.
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Polls Open At 8 For Today's SA Elections
Twenty-six out of 56 students running in
today's election submitted platform for publication to The Oracle.
Of the 26, t~n were Student for Responsible Government ( SRG l candidates. The other
16 are independents.

Hightower
Plans Action
My name is Robert Stephen
Hightower. I'm running for
one of the 11 seats in the legislature representing the Colleg of Basic Studies.
My platform is action. Action to get every student interested in the Student Association. It is only through your

WGHTOWER

suggestions and demands tl_lat
the Student Association can
accomplish what you want.
Today, every student should
vote and let his voice be
heard. Every student should
vote for a candidate who will
accomplish what the voter
wants. It is my goal to represent the students who feel that
up to now the Student Association has not accomplisl)ed
their goals. Get into the action. Vote.
:---- R()bert Hightower
Basic Studies
(Independent) .

Lists
Felty.
Bennett Nixes Iaylor Makes
Regulations No Promises Problems
Should I promise you the
I am running for the office
of Liberal Arts Representa- .moon? I won't, because I
tive to the Student Association couldn't give it to you. Thereas an Independent. I am fore, I won't promise to give
against a~I rules and regula- you more rights, more parktions imposed by the administration of this University that
either conflict or go beyond
the laws and basic rights set
forth in our national and state
TAYLOR
constitutions. This includes
women's curfew, dress re·strictions, and any other rules
that might infringe on our academic freedoms.

AS AN Independent, I feel ing lots, lower fines, more stuthat the students of this uni- ·dent control over student acversity should be offered tivities and student monies:'
more than just the slate of
But I will promise to work
candidates presented by one for those things.
political party on this cam'
I'M RUNNING for the SA
pus.
legislature from the College of
I hope that more students
Educatiqn.
who are interested in a more
I have contact with a large
gov~rnment
representative
of students, adminisnumber
will join with me in rejecting
faculty. This conand
h·ators
the present party, not.because
it is a party, but because this tact, I feel, will enable me
university needs the wider ap- to effectively interpret and
peal and greater interest that express the desires of stua two-party system generates. dents as a member of the Student AssoCiation.
Perhaps this would be the
I am not a member of Stufirst step. towards ending the
power and student ap- dents for Responsible Governlack
athy which are the ailments ment. I am running as an independent who will be free to
· of the Student Association.
·Bennett act independently if elected to
-Stephen
·
I believe that there should
lndependent the Student Association legisbe true representation of the 'lature.
individual student: I want to ·
-Leslie Taylor
(Independent)
·
also for the betterment and .

Jones Wants
More Beriefits

~i: n:~:~t!~r :~~:ni:~ne~~

JONES

I.

."expansion of on-campus hous: ing and food service for the
·resident students.

SRG is running a total of 21
today's elections, they will strive
the obstacle s in their path and
Legislative power so that the will
body can truly be served."

The problem our SA is faced
with today is one of establishing and clarifying University
policies and regulations; that
is, providing a workable
framework within which the
students', and therefore the
University's, best interests
may be pursued.

The proposed Student Bill of
Rights is attempting to . grant
you , while attending USF, the
same rights to which you are
entitled under the U.S. Constitution, especially 4n the areas
of privacy and due process
of law. I fully support the Bill
of Rights as now proposed
and will refuse to sacrifice the
major principles expressed
therein for the sake of compromise.
THE BOARD OF REGENTS
Operating Manual -is another
area which needs clarification
and the SA has proposed
much-needed revisions to enable it to function more
smoothly.
-Fran Felty
College of Basic Studies
(Independent)

of

w·alke-,r.Favors
Intercollegiate Lippman·Ukes
Coed Equality

To begin with, I think an introduction' is in order. My
name is Jeff Walker and I'm
~ pre-law . political science
major.
Wh·a I want to impress
upon you is my will and intelligence to better the University.

A platform for the Student
Association · presents ·certain
conflicts, but I shall attempt
to clarify my position. Of
course, I believe in apple pie,
motherhood and the flag.
I hope to reflect the trends
and needs of my fellow students and become a responsible representative. I feel I can
best accomplish this on an
independent ticket.

In my platform, I favor:
rights, intercollegiate
Student
I want fo encourage more·
in all sports, relicontests
' student oriented allocations of
more student
holidays,
gious
; student fees and monies
the selection
in
partic_ipation
which are now handled by the
of course to be_ offered, and
.· administration. They k e y
lastly more SA power so that
word of my campaign is AcMy aim is more effective stuwill have a voice in
students
, dent government. I believe in
tion, and I want to fight for
the formation of University
the Student Bill of Rights and
the rights of the students of
policy.
the College of Basic Studies.
-Jeff Walker
-Fred Jones
Basic Studies
(Independent)
(Independent)

Hooks Slates Walker Cites
More Power SA Ailments.
Student ·power. It is time
If the Studerit Association
that students, and not .the ad- suffers · fiom any mq.jor ailministration, made decisions ment, it is apathy, due largely
concerning student Welfare.
·to a feeling that little can be
Regulations in 'dorms that accomplished, rather than for
are not pertinent to fire safety . unintere\>ted students.
I feel "that- involvement is
or health hazards should be
· the best solution, and to this
abolished as nonsensical.
end I have committed myself
Drastic reform is needed in as a representative from the
discipliiiyy '.matters . . Expul- College ot Education. ·..
~hrough involvement "in my
sion and suspension are . imhall, in student and
residence
portant' ·matters. .As sucll,
national .. government, and in
they should be handled in ~a
manner that will protect the
student from administrative
abuse. The time of "kangaroo
\
courts" and _ "guilty until.
WALKER
proven innocent" is passed~
Ther~ must be no more Hoffer's.

LIPPMAN

Administration
Calls Shots
At USF, students' rights
have been dictated by the administration. The members of
the Student Association have
the responsibility of working
to get the power needed to
change this.
To do this, we need qualified, interested representatives who will work for this
power. This will result in · a
stronger, ' more effective student government and eventually that Jong-sought power. It
can be done. It has been done

SPIEGEL

before at other universities,
and it will be done here.
BY MAKING valuable gains
in seeking our rights, the
disinterest toward student politics on this campus will be
replaced by a spirited unity
within the student body. And
only then - with a unified
student body and a strong leg-.
islature speaking for it - will
we attain our rights.

more realistic legislation concerning coed ·equality. I think
there should be ni.ore access
to continuous instruction in
I feel that I am qualified to
bridge, music, chess and
· represent the College of Basic
other activites.
Studies because I am interAn elimination of certain ested in student affairs, and I
deficiencies in the Universi- am willing to work toward a
ty's facili~s (our faclities) stronger, more effective Stushould be promoted., For dent Association and a unified
example, there should be a study body.
better parking program. I
-John Spiegel
wish to affirm my belief that
(SRG)
students should have a greater voice in campus policies.
I'm not afraid of any change,
are yopz
-Steve Lippm,an
College of Basic Studies
(Independent)
'

Apgar Wants
SA Conlad

REFORM IS needed in the
way fees are assessed. The the decision-making processes
present course allows the stu- of my University, I hope to involve myself and others in the
dentS to be soal<ed for anyMy platform .for election as
conviction that "student satthing the administration feels uration" can change the Uni- a representative for the Col_"proper." We are payjng versity's focus.
lege of Basic Studies ::onIT ,IS VOUR. University, re- fronts the greatest problem
library fines 10 times higher
Associathan the city; traffic fines 10 member? You and your par- that today's Student
for instand
I
.
faces
tion
its
build
you
it,
ents support
times higher than ·the city; ad
reputation, and indirectly, you creased communication beinfinitum - ad nauseum.
_decide what is to be taught. ltween the ·representatives to
1
the legislature and the people
It is time that Security Make your University serve
your needs, fo~ only by serv- they represent.
members learn that they are ing you can it honestly call itIf elected, I will strive to
no longer in the military ser- self a University with "aco.ent
keep the students enrolled in
vice. Closer s~eillance is on learning."
the College of Basic Sfudies
Bring your gripes out of the informed, provide . for them
needed over their acti~ities.
coffee shop and into a vehicle
I ·am the only student to which is capable of doing the opportunity to express
date that has had ,the guts something about the situation. their individual needs, and
and perseverance to say "no" With your help, the Student will work in the Student Assoto administration, and then to Association can. If I am elect- ciation to meet their needs.
follow up on it. My law suit ed, I will contribute my time
It is my hope that I may be
comes up next Wednesday. and energy towards making allowed to serve in the capaciMy attorney and I intend to USF a better place to learn , a ty I find most natural,
follow the suit to the full ex- . University that serves its stu- challenging, and expressive of
tent of the law:
dents, not vice versa. Join my interest - communicatiort
-Ray Hooks with us, please.
with people.
College of Basic Studies
-Peggy Ann Apgar
-Karen Walker
(SRG)
(SRG)
(SRG)

candidates in

"to overcome
attain actual
of the student

Altman Wants Coe Favors Roberts Backs
Basketball
More Power New Proposals
I , am now running for reelection to the College of Liberal Arts with a perfect ·attendance record for all legislative and committee meetings.
During my term of office, I
have supported resolutions op-

ALT~IAN

posing the increased schedule
of traffic and parking fines
and the establishment of an
intercollegiate b ask e t b a 11
team.
I agree with the Bill of Student Rights and affirm the
right of _all students to dress
to the dictates of their own
taste. I have supported bills
for more and better working
pay phones to be installed on
campus and more study locations.

I also feel that there is a
need for an establishment of
an undergraduate Dean's list
to recognize student scholastic
achievemet on a quarterly
basis.
- Robin Altman
(SRG)

Policy Needs
Some Changes
No platform, just an idea.
The University Bookstore's
book-buy-back policy needs
changing.
Books cost an arm and a
leg, but students are lucky to
get a fingernail when selling
the books back.
A STUDENT book exchange
is obviously needed. The little
bulletin boards are inadequate. The exchange could be
held on Crescent Hill or anywhere · on campus. Books
could be sold by students to
students.
The Bookstore could always
come down to our exchange.

It doesn't come fancy.

Ernie Guierrez
College of Basic Studies
(Independent)

More Power
Needed ,lri SA-

Equal Voi.~e .
In Government

If elected, I promise to see

The coming year should be
the year the SA works to gain
more effective power over
student affairs and assume

In all, I will do my best to
maintain and improve the
growth and academic standing of the University. I !eel
that with my experience as'
the wife of a practicing lawyer (in Venice, Fla.) as a
mother c,f three children, as
a former ~tudent of both Florida, as , chairman for the
March of Dimes _for South
Sarasota County last year,
and with my experience
in many other clubs and organizations in school and out, I
will be able to bring to my office a varied and knowledgeable background and that I
will be your capable representative in Student Association.
-Polly Williams
College of Liberal Arts
(Independent)

If I am re-elected to the

I intend to carry out propos-

legisla-

als which will promote an increased student body voice in
the workings of the student
government by making available to all ·students the names
of the · Student Association
members in their area and
how they might be contacted.
This would facilitate an interchange of ideas between
the student body at large and
their representatives, and
help to bring about a much
more worthwhile form of student government.

Student Association
ture, I will:

Introduce legislation calling
for the formation of a Student

COE

Rights committee within the
SA Legislature; continue to
investigate all complaints of
students in reference to campus food and housing ; call for
a professional efficiency study
of the University Housing and
Food service; and continue to
be a strong protagonist of student power within the framework .of the Student Association legislature.
- Roger Coe
College of
Basic Studies
(SRG)

Gross Lists
Platform
In any political endeavor,
the candidate must make
himself known to his constituents and must become aware
of their problems and desires.
He must then try to arrive at
possible solutions which will
meet the needs of those people he will be serving.
Many of these problems can
be solveq through the Student
Association, but only if the
candidates who are willing to

GROSS

solv:e these problems receive
your support. As an SA representative from the College of
Education, I will be able to
help you , the student, in the
following areas:

The Bookstore could survive
and prosper just selling books
at a reasonable price and sellv Improvement of coming the funny blue construe.
lines among the
municaton
lion paper I typed all my
as well as
colleges
separate
a
cost
books
The
posters on.
lot; the construction paper ' the administration.
costs 2 cents a sheet, plain.
v Provide for a more uni-

The Student Association has
been for too long relatively
innfective. ·Resolutions passed
mean really nothing and no
control is held over student
monies.

that the views of all student
groups are given equal voice
in the government and further
promote honesty in student
government. .I will personally
look into the improvement of
registration techniques an~
the solving of the campus po·
lice problem.

Most independents candidates supported
the Bill of Rights and are all willing to fight for
the betterment of conditions at the University.
Today is Election Day, voting will take
place at five polling places throughout campus
and the polls will be open at 8 a.m.

J

WA.NNALL

the roll it should have been
playing since its conception.
The SA should control the
student monies, rather than
an administrator who is not
aware of student needs or desires. The SA should begin to
fulfill its role as an effective
voice of the student body
which it represents to a greater extent than eve~ before.
As a representative of the
College of Basic Studies to the
Student Association, I will
work diligently towards these
goals.
-Bob Wannall
(SRG)

form system of registration.

v Help settle the Traffic
Committee confusion concerning the legality of this
committee.
v Provide for specific college representation on the SA
Senate when discussing new
courses to be offered.

v Provide for more study
lounges.

THERE WILL also be action to complete a study of the
University committees to insure adequate student representation in areas where this
is applicable: Couricil on Instructional Services; Student
Affairs, Golf Course Committee ; Traffic Committee; and
Athletic Council.
It has already been suggested ·by Vice President Frank
Winkles that representation
on the Athletic Council be increased to other than of just
the president of the Student
Association, as it is now. The
representation on these committees serves to insure a student voice in the inner workings of the University and
therefore must be strong
enough to reflect the need of
that voice.
-Arthur Roberts
College of Basic Studies
(Independent)

Link Needed
In SA Now
The time has come for the
student legislature to be established as an effective link
between the students and administration. No longer should
it be considered as an organi- .
zation that only goes through
the motions of "big boy politics". If reinstated as a Col·lege of Basic Studies representative, I shall strive to - .
v protect t he students ·
rights from the misuse of administrative power;
I"' provide a stronger internal organization of the student
legislature;
Y' prevent trite and trivial
resolutions from ever reaching the floor of the student
legislature;
.,... promote in all ways possible an effective student legislature as the true voice of
the students.
A legislature without organization and effectiveness is
of no value to anyone, least of
all the students. With your
support, I shall attempt to
provide that effectiveness!
. - John Walker
(Independent)

Students Need
Active Part

I, Linda Holbrook, am running for the office of representative from the College of
v Provide for legislative Basic Studies. If elected, I
representation on the food will to the best of my abilities
committees.
perform the duties assigned to
-Joan Gross this position.
College of Basic Studies . My main concern is to
(SRG) make a concentrated effort to
keep my fellow students informed of all business carried
on. I realize that my primary
responsibility is to the people
I represent.
The students of this College
should be allowed to take an
active part in the activities of
As a candidate for College the University. Not only
of Liberal Arts Representa- should they be allowed to take
tive, I've shown myself to be part, but they should also be
a capable administrator and encouraged to do so. The deexperienced in student and cisions made by the legislaadministrator affairs. Com- ture affect ~very student
muting in my freshman year, here.
- Linda Holbrook
I served as treasurer of USF's
(Independent)
Sports Car Club. I am now the
acam
and
club's president
tive in the Sport Car Club of
America.
v Improvement of the telephone service on campus.

Libera I Aris
Candidale

Now living on campus, I've
worked for the housing department for two years, gaining valuable insight in student-administration workings.
I am a junior, majoring in International Relations, and
have a 2.73 GPR.
- Bill Dodson
(Independent)

Legislator
Signed Bill
During Quarter II, I was appointed to the student legislature. I served as a representative from the College of Basic
Studies. I was a member of
the Internal Affairs Committee.
While in legislature, I cosigned a bill introduced by

RUBIN

Steve Anderson, Senator, requesting a vote to be taken
concerning student - approval
of intercollegiate basketball
on campus. The bill was approved by the student legislature, and is included on today's election ballot.
. Currently on campus, there
is a great need for better
parking facilities. I will work
towards a remedy of this
problem this quarter. There is
also a great need for better
communications between the
students and the administration. Many students are unaware of their rights in academic and disciplinary disputes.
-Ken Rubin
(SRG)

Taylor Wants
SA Voice
The purpose of a student organization is to represent the
students. Only if the body of
student government at USF is
given adequate power will it
fulfill its needs.
COLLEGE PREPARES students for their active role in
the community. Government
participation is one of the
most important activities.
The student government

TAYLOR

should be given true power
and responsibilities, not just
an extension of the administrative policies. All the effort
put out by any organization is
wasted if not recognized.
The administration must realize our usefulness and let
the students perform their
services to the fullest extent
to-

.... form a student book exchange.
v defend student rights
.,... establish better communications between students
and various groups.,.. research the possibility
I
of better parking lots.
.,... give students more power and student affairs.
-Susan Taylor
College of Education
(SRG)

Vail Favors
Ombudsman
Often times our college
lives become so busy that
we tend to ignore many important personal relationships.
One such relationship is that
between the faculty and the
students.
I feek that the ombudsman
program would be a step
toward furthering these associations. As a representative
from the College of Liberal
Arts , I will work toward this
goal.
- Vickie Vail
(SRG) ,

Communication
No Promises Ties Needed

My primary objective is to
give USF students representation where representation is
due. No promises offered;
only an honest effort to tackle
the issues.
- Silvio (Sil) Lufriu
College of Basic Studies
(Independent)

As a representative of the
College of Education, I would
like to strengthen the ties between faculty and students,
working toward better communication on common student problems.
-Connie Hill
(SRG)

I. :JOB RENT
2 BR House with rental on
small lake. 10 miles to USF 10%
dn., $75 mo. Also 1 BR cottage
0~CLE
on R2 Lot. 121st St. $500 dn., $55
f!ii.Jl!ll...J@...iOOJ~l..Jt!iL.JiliU!.§1...J1§J..J1iLl
mo. Terms to suit. Ph. 949-5403.
Rent cottage Boone, N.C.;
sleeps 10; all electric; Appalachian State 7 mi. away.
$60-wk or $l75-mo. Call Mrs. 7. ·HELP WANTED
German. Private lessons and
·
ft 5
- - - - - - - - - ' -- - - 1translations. Native speaker.
D
_o_v_1,_9_32_-6_9_44_a_e_r_p_
.m
_ . _ _ Free room and board of USF Ruth Fry, Ext. 341.
s. FOR SALE
male student plus spending - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -1money in return for Sunday and 21. PERSONALS
MG Midgefl, 1966, red., radio, night care of han~icapped stu- - - - - - - - - - - -heater, tonneau, wire wheels. dent. Several evenings free. Ap- POETRY WANTED for AnthoPhone 884-4450.
plicant must be strong and re- logy. Include stamped enve.·
.
liable. Tel. 935-0982 after 5.
lope. Idlewild P ublishers, 543
HOME SALE m Briarwood - 2
Frederick San Francisco Calimi. from USF., 3 bdrms, 2 The ORACLE needs circulation fornla 941l7.
'
baths. Oodles of closet space! help! EARN EXTRA CASH~-.--.-------
Central Air and Heat. Built-in FOR A FEW SHORT HOURS Her bike rs blue,
Range and Oven. Quiet street. WORK PER WEEK. See or call A student too,
feI;Jced yard with treees - for Mr. Griseti, ext. 618, The Ora- Her 01,1tlook new
the pets and kiddies - $900 cle.
She'll work for you!
down. Payments $122.00 per mo.
VOTE POLLY WILLIAMS
includes everything. 5'h% inter- 9. LOST AND FOUND
Polly's your girl,
est. 10909 N. 19th St. 935-6435 or
y
d'd 't kn
't
988-5293, Ext. 260.
LOST: BUNDLE OF KEYS ,au, I n . ow I ,
NEAR FAH 102. Please return Nows the tune
'63 !"?rsche, 1600-S, Excellent to mu.sic. office. REWARD!
For you to show it.
condition, many extras. Call
BURMA SHAVE
collect Largo 581-1198 after 6. 11. WANTED
. - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 M A K E THE SCENE for a proWWI French gun , good condi·
Responsible female student f'tabl
PERFORM
tion - $10. 935-6435 or 988-5293, 3GLY wishes to board with fam- ~u~e:u~:~~ Int;rn in o~t~
Ext. 260.
1ly. Call Donna. Gamma, Ph. standing Florida public library.
2269. ·
Enjoy BACKSTAGE view of pro·
Want large rectangular aquari- fessional. library .service. Good
um. Call 932-9806.
pay, vaned .expenence for select
.Cosmetic Studio
Jumors, semors. By April 16, get
. Home of the
15. SERVICES OFFERED
tact sheets, application blanks,
FREE HOUR Of BEAUTY
- - - - - - - - - - - - make interview appointment
NOR?HGATE SHOPPING CTR. MAi.L
Attention professors and gradu- with St":te ~ibrary representa8913 FLORJOA AVENUE
·
ate students. Experienced thesis tive . Umvers1ty Placement Ser·
~~~~P~ho~n~t~93~2~-2~2~32~~~~ typist. Reasonable rates. Pick vices, Administration _Building,
up and deliver. Mrs. Driver. 229- Mr. Donald Colby.
....- - - - - - - - - -.. 8565. 839-4827.
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CLASSIFIED ADS..

Final Greek Skits Tonight
Final performances of the
Greek Skits will be tonight in
the Gymnasium (Gym) at 7.

The skits will be performed
by Sigma Nu, "The Numberless", Phi Delta· Theta, " In-

GR.EE~

BEAT

troduction to a Conclusion" , · ten" by Delta Gamma, " Alice
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Alpha in Blunderland" by Alpha
Delta Pi, and " In the BeginTau Omega, " Robin Hood or ning, Chaos .. . " by Tri Delta.
Who Made Merry", Delta Tau
Ted Sexton, Sigma Nu , is
Delta, "Local International
master of ceremonies.
News."
'
Judges for the final night
The sorority skits will be are Dr. Robert Burke, profes"Sometimes Things Forgot-

sor of Histo( y', Dr. Ray Urbanek, assistant dean of the Col·
lege of Education, Jan Nor·
ton, resident counselor, Peterr
O'Sullivan, assistant professor
of Theatre Arts , and Dr. John
Iorio, assistant professor of
English.

.KD Council Members
Attend UF Workshop

mERlE noRm Rn

Kappa Delta's council mem- ning was provided by the
The weekend of April 7,
hers attended a workshop Two-Thirds Band from Gaines- some of USF's KD's · attend_e d
March 29, at the University of ville. Later that evening the the initiation of a new Kappa
Florida. Chapter members sisters changed clothes and Delta chapter at Georgia
from KD chapters from Flori- 'h eaded for a beach party on Southern College.
da and Georgia attended the Belleair Beach.
conference and workshop.
Kappa Delta's project for
March 31 was the date of the quarter is visiting a local
the social for Kappa Delta cimv,alescent and n u r s i n g
Y' Over 400 million persons
given by Lambda Chi Frater- home. The chapter members
Oh, there you are!
We need your vote.
suffer from . trachoma. For 10 nity. The social was held at visit the home and entertain
The best by far
cents, · UNICEF provides the the USF Riverfront, with the the patients by readil}g newsIs Polly, you'll note.
antibiotics to sav.e one of men entertaining the KD's . papers, magazines or simply
POLLY WILLIAMS
them from blindness.
with a football game, cokes talking to them.
STUDENT ASSOCIATION
and a song fest.
Kappa Delta's social event
The following pledges are
of the quarter was held this awaiting initiation into sisterpast weekend. White Rose hood of Kappa Delta this
Ball, a tradition that has car- q u ar t er: Pam Basehore,
ried over from the sorority's Myrna Camp, Candy Den' local chapter, was held at the mark, Pam Eby, Sandy Geist,
Statler Hilton Inn in Clearwa- Cindy Griffen, Christi n e
ter.
Jones, Susan McCarthy, Dixie
identifies Bavarian Motor
The sisters began the eve- McCauley, ' Macky Meadows,
Sportcoat
9303 - 56th St.
ning with a buffet, at this Debbie Sellars, Sue Siltanen,
Works. They make fine
with a
Ph. 988-2798
time the pledges were pre- Janis Weber and Candy
motor cars. They have
nightlife
, a history of 50 years of
sented with a long ste:p:J. white 1_W_r_ig_h_t_.- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - You've made dates
rose, the s.orority flower, and
fine i;ngineering. They
for practically
the graduating seniors were
have established a reputa·
(
every night of the
given gold charms, a token of
tion for precision engicoming week. A few
' .
·
Kappa
Delta's rememberance
neering and hand-crafted
evenings you'll have
· ' }..¥-·
Jerry
for
them.
to leav.e right from 1fY1fi ·
styling that is usuaU7
Says:
Entertainment for the evethe-office. You need if
,
found only in automobiles
a sportcoatto keep
1
' ·
costing many times more.
pace with this mad,
Come in and see the BMW
mad social game.
Like this Cricketeei'
motor cars today. Test
patterned sportcoat
<!rive any of our models.
.
in creative summer
.
If you appreciate a fine car
colorings. The crisp,
at a price you can afford'lightweighfblend of
you.'11 be glad you did.
Dacron* polyester
and Avril® rayon
keeps its appoint·
The Stuoent Association
'
ments neatly, night
'(SA) has announced the
or day.
Expert Service For
Mitch "sock it to me,
All Imports And
baby" Ryder and his' ten
Career Cloth
A Large Selection
piece band will appear in
Sportcoat
Of Used Imports .
concert at USF's "Spring
.,.,
Spectacular"
on Frid a y,
·; r
May 3.
CHECK LIST
'
"The Rotary Connection"
Sylvania
$
apeaker•
have
a
RF
amplifiers
pull in even weak signals · buffs no end.
is a seven piece band with
.DAVE HEINZspecial Ingredient tor clearer eound
from faraway stations-on both AM and
the ·Boston sound, will perSylvanl• choo&1is turntables the way •
reproduction: Air.
FM.
IMPORTS INC.
Most conventional bass speaker cones
form at the concert dance
AFC controls lock in your stations.once stereo buff would choose them.
All Sylvania turntables use 11" autoare suspended mechanically.
Saturday, May 5, The Canyou've tuned them-on AM and FM~
matic
tables, all of which are jam-proof.
Which
does
a
good
job
of
holding
the
Stereo.
MEN'S Wuft
terbury Tales, a group
'
All have automatic shutoffs. All are
cone
in
place.
Sometimes
too
good.
Field-effect
transistors
pull
in
sharp,
1707
S.
Dale
Mabry
and
Northgate
•'
"
"HT
......
w.
from
St.
!'etersburg
will be
3652 Cypress Tampa, Fla.
Mechanical suspensions sometimes re· clear signals from crowded portions of the furnished with 45 RPM adapters and
the dance band. for SaturPh. 872-8459
single-play spindles. And all have diastrain the cone ..And since the cone can't FM band.
·
day night.
move freely, the sound is often distorted.
And .miniature integrated circuits Jet mond styli.
And those are just the basics. The
So Sylvania came up y,ith something your tuner tune better, longer.
better:
All of which is good news for ::i.nyone model #4/40BK .b elow-a maderalely. Air.
.
who likes his Brahms straight. And music priced portable-has such not-very-basics
as a balanced tone arm. A' shielded 4-pole
All Sylvania bass speakers, on all 30 to a stereo fan's ears.
motor. A high-compliance magnetic carmodels, are air-suspended. Because airtridge. A specially-equalized pre-amp. And
suspension lets the bas5 cones move freely. Sylvania controls fet your stereo
padded side panels.
And freely-moving cones don't distort autperform your favorite performers.
Your favorite performers don't perform . For all that, Sylvania's i 4/40BK costs
sound the way restrained cones do.
And undistorted sound is what stereo with your living room in mind, Sylvania a modest $000.00. (If you can live withstereos do.
out the magnetic cartridge, accessory
buffs buy stereos for.
·
Every Sylvania stereo has cut-boost jacks, and padded sides, try the i 4/40GT.
Big. This year even bigger. Some Chevrolet Tri-, ways, too. With such exclusives in Chevrolet's field
~ylvania amplifiers take the curve out'
controls that let you adjust bass and treble It's only $000.00.)
of your frequency response curve.
response beyond the limits of the recordLevels are longer. So.me wider. Some with more
as an ignition warning 1system. You'll get a buzz out
Now, if all that sounds 1ike a stereo
The frequency response curve is one of ing itself.
' buff's dream, don't be too surprised.
cargo room. Size up Impala. Nothing in its field
of it if you ever leave your key in the' switch. There
the things that measures how hi-fi. your
So if your living room rug has been abIt was all chosen by stereo buffs.
comes as big. For instance, in many others you
are rocker panels that clean themselves with every
hi-fi. system is.
SQrbing all your tr-eble response, just boost
At Sylvania.
wouldn't dare t1Y, laying a 4 x 8-foot mirror flat in the
shower you go through. Inner fenders that protect
Other things being equal, the flatter tlie treble: your favorite performers never
main cargo level. (Especially if you're superstitious.)
the outer . ones from rust. And hidden :windshield
Sylvania makes stereos you i:an enJoy
your curve, the hi-er your fi.
performed so well.
In Impala, no problem. The hidden storage compart·
wipers on many models. Even with all these advanSylvania's curves are hardly curves at
Besides that, Sylvania stereos have in- even when you're not playing them.
ment on the lower level also takes more ·ot your gear
No matter how much you like your
tages, Impala and Chevelle Concours are the lowest
all.
terchannel noise muting controls, custom
The all-transistor amplifiers ·keep_fre· sound level switches, high-frequency noise stereo, -sooner or. later you're going to
than any of them. The roof rack you .(>rder should
priced luxury wagons in their fields. And if that's
quency response deviation within ±3 dec- filters, and a few other impressive-sounding have to turn it off.
take care of the rest. For your comfort, there's extra . what you like to hear, hear this. Unprecedented
And when a Sylvania isn't playing, it
ibels.
And total distortion to as low as controls designed to delight finick"Y stereo
savings- are yours now at your Chevrolet dealer's
hip and shoulder room.
.
·
doesn't look like a piece of plumbing. Or
0.3 % of total output.
We make our Tri-Levels lots more attractive in other
'68 Savings Explo. See the details below.
Which are impressive enough figures for
machinery.
What it looks like is furniture. Because
11S to print here, and you can check them
with your neighborhood stereo expert.
it is furniture.
.
In Contemporary, Early American,
Sylvania makes radios for people
Classic, or 6 other
.....
who like their Brahms without weather
styles. In oak, walnut,
Chevrolet Tri-Levels
. reports ii\ the background~
maple, or dozens of difOr weather reTRY ONE FOR SIZE AT YOUR DEALER'S,
·p O:rts without
. ferent veneers.
Brahms in the
But don't take our
· word for it.
background. Or
Show one to a friend
ball games without
who knows furniture .
.either in the backSee what your wife
ground.
Sylvania fights
thinks about Sylvania.
ga:rbled radio reception four ways:

Terrace

This·emblem

Beauty Salon

AS TV-STEREO SPECIALISTS

WE GIVE YOU MORE!

Mitch·Ryder
Here May 3

• FAST DEPENDABLE SERVICE • .LARGER TRADE ALLOWANCES
• BETTER .PRICES
• ONLY QUALITY NAME BRANDS
• BETTER FINANCING
• 6 CONVENIENT SHOWPLACES
"

GET MORE FOR
. YOUR MONEY

{·

SYLVANIA

.~

Our Space DePartment

The Sylvania l4/40BK portable stereo, Put toJ1:ethel for ltereo b\18'1by1teHo blllf1. At S)>lvan!a.

Why take our word for it?
Take this check list to a friend who knows stere~. See what he thinks about Sylvania.
IMPALA STATION WAGON

It's like no other savings
event your Chevrolet dealer

has ever · held. To you it Powerglide and whitewalls.
means extra buying power2. Any Chevrolet or Chevell e
an explosion of savings on
·with 250-hp Turbo-Fire V8,
Chevrolets and Chevelles.
Powerg lide and · whitewalls.
Take a look at these bonus
savings plans. Then see your 3. Any regular Chevrolet
Chevrolet dealer. ·
with 250-hp Tucbo-Fire VB,
Turbo Hydra-Matic and
Bonus Savings Plan_s.
1. Any Chevro let or Chevelle whitewalls.
with 200-hp Turbo-Fire VB, 4. Now, for the first time ever,

I

big savings on power disc _
brakes and power steering on
any Chevrolet or Chevelle
with VB engine.

5. Buy any Chevrolet or
Chevelle VB 2,door 01 4door hardtop model-save
on vinyl fop, electric dock,
wheel covers and appear·
ance guard items.

Happening now at your Chevrolet dealer's,
1
a tremendous explosion of extr~ buying power. Only the leader could make it happen:

Radio Dispatched
TV Service
trucks

We Take Trades

I

TEMPLE TERRACE PLAZA
56th St. & Busch Blvd.

OPEN 9 • 9 MON. thru FRI.· SAT. TILL 6 P.M.

New Sylvania Color TV
that cost Sylvania jts
shirt because it's full of
things that are better
than they really need
to be.
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USF Students Fight Fires ·Free
By TOM JIMENEZ
StaHWriter

THE DEPARTMENT, whose
equipment is provided by the
county, is north of Fowler AveA phone rings.
nue . on 20th Street. Members
The men's faces tense up. pay $3 a year to join and that
They run into the office of the money is used for equipment
three-truck garage.
upkeep.
Chief Richard Butler said
Some put on helmets and.
he was dubious about letting
don high black boots.
They wait until the fire college students fight fires,
phone is answered. False but that "they are doing a
real fine job."
alarm.
And the taxpayer thinks
YET FOR THE 50 v~lunteer so too.
firemen of the North Hillsbor- , ONE WROTE, "One of our
ough Volunteer Fire Depart- tenants allowed a fuel oil
ment (NHVFD) constant wait- heater to become overheated
ing is natural
and I summoned your DeOne fifth of this vohmteer partment thinking the building
crew are USF students wbo would catch fire."
take time from studies to hanHe continued, "It seemed
.dle the fireman's duties.
llke one minute until firemen
Assistant Chief Bob Meyer, were on the scene from all di2CBS, is joined by · ~aptaln rections. "Three pieces of
Hank Clayton, 3CBS, aJ'.!d equipment were here in such
Lieutenant Jan . Zysko, 3EG, a _short time it did not seem
Mike Shepp, 3CBS, and Ken · possible that _they could have
traveled from the Department
Jones, 3SOC.
so quickly."
The men are at home when
SCOTT TRENT, 2CBS, Joe
Enright, 4CBS, Steve Amsler, · called by the dispatcher.
THEY HA VE the trucks on
4EG, Jack Geist, lCBS, and
the
road within 30 seconds
Jim Westbrook, lCBS, · also
are volunteers.
They fight 'fires in a community - in · which / they don't
own property.
/
NHVFD members d r i II
every Thursday'• night and
must put in four ho_urs of duty
per week.
Geist, a former member of
the Key Biscayne Volunteer
Fire Department (Miami),
said NHVFD wa~ the only volunteer fire station manned 24
hours a day.

after the phone call. They
smile when they tell about the
day they beat the Temple Terrace Department to the fire
and put it out before they arrived.
NHVFD has a board of directors, which decides policy.
The firefighters are broken up
into three teams.
Teams are under supervision of an assistant fire chief,
a captain and two lieutenants.
There are eight men on each .
team.
TEAMS WORK on a shift
basis, but men are on 24-hour
call.
There are three auxiliary
organizations - · the Junior
Firefighters (boys under 18),
a ladies auxiliary and a traf- _
fie direction auxiliary.
Zysko said, "It takes time
away from college work, but
it's a sense of responsibility."
EQUIPMENT ranges from
three trucks and a rescue car
to a portable generator. NHVFD boasts. the largest fire
truck in the county.
NHVFD plans to set up
direct contact with a fire _spot- '

ter plane of the forestry service.
One problem faced by the
campus resident firemen said
Enright, "is that none of the
campus police respect the red

light." He also said that persons on the road don' t respect
this light even though there is
a law requiring yielding the
right of way to an emergency
vehicle.

USF classmates rib the firemen with names, such as
"Smokey the Bear." Enright
said, "you are some sort of
weirdo · because you are out
trying to help people."

I.

Snuff Ou

USF student and part.time
fireman, snuffs out any
smouldering foliage at a
small woods fire nea,r the
campUB as one of his
duties as a North Hills·
borough Volunteer fireman.

TEMPLE TERRACE FLORIST

Volunteers Listen To Chief
Volunteer firemtn gather around fire chief
for instruction in the care of equipment arid

fire fighting;

Photos by Rich a rd Smoot.

ffiERLE noRmAn
Springtime Brings
Kissing Weather To USF

FLOWERS FOR
ALL OCCASIONS
PH. 988-5010

Cosmetic Studio

of

- H_ome
the
\
FREE HOUR OF BEAUTY

BAKERSFIELD CITY
SCHOOL DISTRICT

NORTHGATE SHOPPING CTR. MALL
8913 FLORIDA AVENUE
.
Phone 932-2232

Bakersfield, California

By KAREN HADSOCK
Staff Writer

Openings expected

for

September, 1968
Contact Teacher ·
Placement OfHce
for appointment.

Up. .In The Tree
Fr.om their elevated perch on the back ·of their fire truck,
- a fireman points out to USF student Ken Jones to spray the

burning branches of a tree.

'

Education Profe·ssors Travel
·ro South A,merica Sunday

Junior High Grades 7-8
(Departmental •
. limited nu·mber)
Special Education •
Educationally
Ha1:1dicapped · Mentally Retarded
Speech Corre~tion
Hard of Hearing
Date: April 23, 1968
Time: 2:00 - 9:00 p.m.

8912 - 56th St.

I

Interview·Schedule'
.

POSITIONSKindergarfenElementary Grades
1·2·3-4-5·6

Temple Terrace Florist

Six _persons travel to Honduras and Guatemala Sunday
from the College of Education. The trip is to finalize a
contract with Honduras for
technical assistance.
Dr. Jean Battle, dean · of the
College of Education, William.

~~~~~,-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Danenburg, assistant dean
· and Charles M. t>'Ianker, assistant dean will . make the
trip . .
· Also leaving ·Sunday
are
· ~hriStia~ Anderson, associate
_professor of education, Ray
Hirschorn, graduate assist_ant,
_and a member of the Florida
Board of.Regents.
. They will discuss the technic·al- assistance part of the contract and finalize the details.
"This is also a courtesy
visit," Hirshorn said.

Is ,New York Life planning
an office on the moon?

Several weeks ,ago, the Minister of Equcation of Honduras visited USF. 'A dinner was
he1d in his honor by Dean
Battle and President John
Allen.

Why ~ not!
Go on and call us luna·tics. that 's exactly what we'll be when we
open our _office up · there. Through the ages, plenty of men who
thought ahead were so called . However, New York Life has grown
with the country (we' re in every state and Canada) and we may
well be on the moon one day. We have also kept pace with the needs of today's college student.
For example, we have a feature for young men cal.led the Policy
Purchase Option. It lets you beg(n a program of life insurance right
now - if you are physically qualified, as you probably are - and
guarantees that you can keep buying life insurance at stated inter·
vals all the . way up to age forty, no matter what your health or
occupation. That's just one of its many uniflue features.
In this exciting' world, insurance might 'seem pretty mundane to
college students, But it's_not. We're always trying to put something
new in orbit. ·

ALMA HARRISON
asks }'llU to call or co.mt to

World Travel
Center
FOR TICKETS
AND RESERVATIONS

y' Airlines
y' Cruises
y' Tours
Anywhere -

II
REGGIE SEDITA

Anytime

HO SERVICE
CHARGE
PHONE 877-9566
-~

~......

New York Ufe Insurance Company

1100 Exchange National Bank Building
229-0461

World Travel ·Center
2624 Hillsboro Plcn;a
Tampa, Florida

In spring ·a young man's
fancy turns to what the girls
have been thinking of all winter.
A recent survey shows that
men's thoughts about kissing
and romance increase 61 per
cent in springtime.
USF's male students were
quite willing to voice their
opinions · on the subject of
kissing and springtime.
I OVERHEARD a conversation in the University Center
(CTR) among three males:
"Weather affects the places
you go to kiss."

Meet Author
Harry Crews
Today At,2
I

,

"I'll kiss weather (whether?) or not."
Leading the senior men is
Denny Grady, 4 ECN, "I like
kissing in the sp.ring . . . and
in the fall ... a.nd in the winter."

definite relationship be~ween
nature and kissing. "Everything's new, and fresh · in the
spring."

A BUSINESS - Administration · major explained the reason. "It's cold in the· winter
BOB BEADLES, 4 EGR, and all you can do . is -study.
said, " I try not to think about When it's spring, there are a
lot of June brides. What else ·is
kissing. I just do it." Bob ofto do when you graduate
there
fered a second thought:
from
college?"
"Kissing is like eating potato
A Political Science major
chips. You can't stop."
simply said, "It's feasible."
Attitudes on spring often
Other comments around the
vary with a male's major.
campus were:
A Business Law major,
"I like to kiss in the springwhile studying for his exam time because it's so beautiful
answered, "How can I think and pleasant. To heck with it
of love after studying business · - I'll take it whenever I can
law all night?"
get it. "
Occupant of Theta .215, a
"YEAH, MAN. I 1 i k e
pre-med and chemistry spring. As the bikinis shrink,
~ajor, said that there was a
'
love grows."

Alabama Prof
Teaches Here

Harry Crews, an English
professor at Broward Junior
D 1 D
· t
·
Ft L d d 1
r . rvmg eer, assoc1a e
Co11ege m
. au er a e, d
f th D"1 . -.1
f L
- will be presented by the Uni- / ean
e
:vis on o
anversity Center (UC) Special guage and Literature, anEvents Committee in a "Meet nounced that D~. John Edthe Author" program today at ~ard_ Hardy, charrman of the
English Department at the
2
b~~i~s' first novel "The Univers~~ _of South Alabam~,
Gospel Singer," has just been IS a . v1s1ting professor this
published.
Colunmnist Ed quarter.
Hirshberg wrote, " 'The GosDr. Hard~ _received his B.~.
pel Singer' is about the. prox- from Lomsiana ~tate~ hIS
imity of evil and divinity, a M.A. from the Umvers1ty of
mixture of religion, race, sex Iowa, and his Ph.D. from
and just plain orneriness that Johns ,Hopkins University.
is bound to be explosive.
He is the author of several
"Crew's 9epiction of the books and pamphlets. Among
denizens of Enigma is a cross his books are "The Modern
section of all the bigoted, ill- Talent" and "Man in the Modfed, dismally - educated poor ern Novel."
white trash __who ever lived 'in
Before joining the the Unithe southern rural United versity of S9uth Alabama in
States, and such, as it is a 1966, Hardy was professor and
genuine document in modern director of graduate students
at Notre Dame.
social history:"

°

"Kissing in the spring? I'm
a man for all seasons," a student said.
Some of the male students
got carried away. Orie said,
"I hate school. How about you
and me going out and kissing
in the springtime?"
So don't worry, girls. Kissdefinitely " in" this

"The St. Pete Times is
morally honest in its - '
reporting."
- Claude Kirk

In this, the governor and The Times
for once agree.
There is another way of saying
"morally honest."
Call it "integrity."
Did you know you can have The St.
Petersburg Times delivered to
your home in the Tampa area be·
fore breakfast every morning?
Phone 229-2300 for guaranteed
home delivery service.
Only 65c a week, daily and Sunday.

Meds· exclusive design gives you this extra security: an outer fayer of larger fibers to absorb
faster, blended with an inner fayer of t iny fibers

to store more, longer.
Come• In tit• first gentle, fltxlbl!I plastic: 1ppllc1tor.

R.ORIDA "S' IES.T NEWSPAPU

For sample box of 10, send 10¢ to Meds, Box 10-S,
Milltown, N.J . 08850. Indicate Regular or Super.

MEOS AN O MOOESS A.Rt TRAOEMAJUC&
OF PERSONAi.. PRODUCTS .COMPANY -

Lysistrata' Holds Peace
Demonstration Saturday

1

Experimental
Theatre In
Kiva Today

Chamberlain Cools Kaye In 'Tower'

The Leaning 'Tower'
Saved By Strong Cast
By PHILIP RUNN.EIS
F'ine Arts Editor

" Very well, theri here 's the
Experiemntal Theatre, a di- program: Total Abstinence
vi~ion of Theatre USF, will
from SEX 1" said Lysistrata.
present "Wooden Man," an . "Hit's right onsettlin' fer
original one-act play by USF gals to sleep all lonely like,
student Rit;i Yovino, today at withouten no hum pin'. But
2 p.m. in the Kiva.
I'm on yore side. We shore
But that's not really what need Peace, too," answered
it's going to be. rt is a series Lampi to.
of improvisations BASED on
So begins "Lysistrata," Arthe play by .Rifa Yovino. John istophanes' literary contribuM. Chamberlin IV will be di- tion to the last refuge of genrecting Bob Diaz, Joi.in Greco, teel ribaldry - heterosexual
Heidi Haughee, and Sue intercourse.
Lunny.
PRODUCED IN conjunction
There are two characters in
the original script and ·the with the Fifth Annual Poetry
cast will alternate the improv- Festival, the Speech Department's Readers Theatre adapisa lions on them.
The production is free.
tion will be presented SaturThe n e x t Experimental ·day and Monday evenings at 8
Theatre production is sched- ·o'clock in the Business Aduled for April 24. It will be ministration Auditorium.
done by the Exit Players (a
Costuming is Early Miami
USF improvisational group) Beach. Decked out in Mu
and will be based on the book, Mu's, sun glasses, beach blan" Games People Play" by Dr. kets; bermuda shorts and Ha.Eric Berne.
waian shirts, the cast includes: K a r en Spadacene
Jolly. Gwinn
1(LySISt('ata);
(Koryphaios of W o m e n) ;
Jerry Peeler (Koryphaios of
Men); Rina Reynolds (Kleonike); Barry Simms (Commissioner of Public Safety);

'Phaedra'
'Didn't Cut
The Mustard'

tered by the static delivery of
Richard Whitaker.
THE ONLY highlights of
the first act were Kaye and
Chamberlin. Kaye is fantastic
as · literary master, Simon'
Otway, on trial for treason.
Every line delivered and
every movement rendered is
a credit to Kaye, as he stays
in character throughout the
production. Although he plays

though he maintains an ,unbeBy LESLIE TAYLOR
lievable · characterization .· of
Staff Writer
prosecuting attorney, Harold
.The
American
Theatre, ProFor no other reason, "Ivory
Gutman. He is obviously di.- . d u c t i o n s performance of
Tower" should be seen Thursreeled to maintain an even "Phaedra" March 30 showed
day evening to watch fantastemper throughout the play, just how good USF Theatre
tic performances by Doug
and ii is incongruous with the · productions are.
Kaye and John M. Chamberhate he displays out of court
" Phaedra" suffers in comlin,' Jr. To do this however,
for Otway.
.
parison to any ·given perforthe audience mu::;t force themROBERT·PRESTON Sto11er, mance at USF. It was hard to
selves back tnto the Theatre
Dan Bleich and Wayne Otto believe that a "professional"
after the first act.
all should be commended for group was presenting it.
The vehicle, Racine's classiThe first act is a total waste
cal version of a Greek tragic
of time, nothing less, both ·for
myth, is a difficult one to
the audience and for those
work with. The story of Phaewho have worked on it. Anydra's· passion for her stepson
.thing that writers Jerome
is exciting, but Racine's clasWeidman and James Yaffe
sical rhymed couplets are difhoped to accomplish could
ficult for any actor to bring
· have been taken care of in
off without looking ridiculous.
one tenth the time.
The traditional treatment of
April 10, 1968, U. of South Florida-11
The character of Professor · ·
the play only intensifed the
Wendell Drew (done so-so by
melodrama. Perhaps a more
Larry Brennan) is a dis as"
contemporary
interpretation
trous drawback to the produc- an extremist, there is never their w i t n e s s . portrayals. would have improved it.
.Their only hindr,ance is the
tion. The possible effective- doubt that he is not jn comThe acting was uneven at
superfluous and humdrum di- best and consistently bad in
ness of D. W.- Clark is shat- mand of the role.
Chamberlin, as defense at- alogue that sneaked into some cases. John MacA!lan
torney Vincent Rimini, has much of the script.
as Hippolytus, the stepson for
Not to be slighted is the whom Phaedra is supposedly
correlated the professions of
acting and defending superb- basic, brilliant idea, shocking- mad with desire, was ridiculy. . You can't help .b ut admire ly feasible at tim.es, of Ot- lous.
his ability as a young · attorney way's beliefs that is depicted
It was impossible to imagp r o t e c t i n g an impossible clearly if not concisely.
ine anyone in love with this
All in all, "Ivory Tower" "noble savage," dragging
client. Except for dropping a
few line~, ·he gives the charac- should be seen. The anachro- around in what lboked like the
ter more finesse a.ltd ability nisms, tedious beginning and better p<yt of . a leftover bearthan the script possibly could. . sour dialogue ~annot over- skin rug.
Franklin Morse is unques- shadow the sterling perforHe was totally unconvinc_tioningly a d m i r a b I e, al- mances.
ing.
Shirley Cox was at times
powerful, but her emotion
often seemed forced.
Robert Blackburn as Theseus was fairly belie·vable.
Phaedra's nurse, Audrey
Ward as. Oenone; looked as if
she were reading her lines off
some magical slate in the air.
Marilyn Horne, opera and
For the most part, the lessconcert singer, will be perer roles were handled adequa1
forming works by .. Purcell,
tely but unexcitirigly.
,
Arne, Ha n d e 1, Schumann, ·
Direction seemed either
Rossini and Falla, Saturday
totally •lacking or poorly
evening at 8 :30 in the Theaplanned. Blocking was uncer';
tre.
tain and many lines were spoken with the character's back
Miss Horne's appearance is
turned to the audience'. Charpart of the USF Artists Series.
acters
upstaged each other.
Tickets are ·available at the
There was a general air of unTicket Office·. Admission is
certainty in movements.
$3.50, general public; $2.50,
· At first the sound ~ffects of
staff, faculty and Foundation ;
the
drums seemed ifi'teresting,
MISS HORNE
Pick up an extra carton today! and $1 for students.
but it became reminiscent of
The dark-haired soprano
the filmed version of good old
• .. sings here
" Oedipus Rex."
The lighting was probably
has received some outstanding reviews from past con- the most creative aspect of
certs. The New York Herald the production. At one point,
Tribune printed that "her though, it seemed as if the
· voice is luscious, creamy, and lights were going to go out in
bright, and her technical gifts the middle of the first act.
Perhaps it w·ould have been
How does you• family's sec.,ity check
are awesome." The New York
if they had.
better
World Telegram and Sun described
her
as
having
"
a
I"' l out? You will •eceive six FREE a•t
voice of ravishing beauty."
Born in Pennsylvania and
raised in Los Angeles, Miss
Horne grew up with music.
W 10 - 15 minutes of your tim~.
Her first teacher was her fa.
ther, himself a singer, and her
~~
1
a t e r instructors included
~
Lotte Lehmann,. Robert Craft,
Bay Players, the University
Call "Mr. Rolls Royce" today for
and Igor Stravinsky.
Theatre Arts club, is holding
your appointment and your prints.
· Miss Horne's first public ap· a membership drive .
. " pearances were \yith the Los
Anyone interested in joining
Angeles Philharmonic. Since should attend the meeting
:· · then she has sung in Germany Monday at 2 p.m . in the Thea(w i t h the Gelsenkirchen tre.
Opera), Vienna (under Paul
Joey Argenio , president,
1·, Hindemith and Dimitr i Mitro- said the club has many ideas
poulos), and Venice (under for projects, "but we just
(Day or Night) ·
~
Igor Stravinsky) .
don't have enough members."
~
Her appearances in the Unit·
The club put on "Greened States have been numer- sleeve's Magic" Quarter I at
:~ ous. 1960 marked the first of the University and took the
~ her many seasons with the show "to several elementary
San Francisco Opera: she schools in the area ," accordmade her debut as Marie in ing to Argenio. " Next year we
Wozzeck , a role which she has want to start a theatre workbecome particularly associ- s'hop for high school stu~illm!m<~r,
llWelW?W'
ated with.
!iiiii;
dents," Argenio added.

Honest-toPepsi taste!

PEPSI·

Cynthia Duffin (Lampito) ;
Claudia Juergensen (Myrrhine); Joey Argenio (Kinesi as); and Ted Curry (Spartan) .
Frank Galati, instructor, is
directing. He has incorporated
a ' banjo and that little ol'
banjo plucker, Barry Simms,
to add musical highlights that
include that old Greek favorite, "The Stripper."

"They were not, of course.
They invested sex with little
transcendental
significance
and nothing could have been
more foreign to them than the
two rriost current misconstructions of 'Lysistrata' the mid-Victorian (' B r u t e
Man Saved Himself by th e
Love or A Good Woman') and
the Reichian ('Happy Ganglia
Make the Whole World Kin'),

tension all too visible in th is
most phallic of all comedies,
that makes the play work. No
character is exempt. No t even
the heroine, whose somewhat
prissy idealism cracks wide
open .for a moment in the insive cry - 'we want to get
laid.' 'Lysistrata' is a great
play, not a so-so tract."

THE PLAY itself can best
be explained by its translator,
Douglas Parker : "Lysistrata' was first performed at
Athens in the year 411 B.C. It
is Aristophane's most popular
play, not because it is his
most obscene (it is not) nor
his most pr.urient (he is not
prurient), but because, to the
present day reader or viewer,
it is his most comprehensible,
capable of assimilation \~ith
the least violence to preconceptions.
"If the presenta tion is more
explicit than \ve usually expect on a stage, we can still
understand it and conclude
with the comforting generality
that the Greeks were, after
all, just like us.

"Nobility of conception , of
course, does not confer dignity of execution, and the
basic ridiculousness of sex is
rarely lost sight of. It is pre·
cisely this tension between intent and accomplishment, a

KINGCOME'S
TRIMMINGS
~la. Avo . l Fowler Ph . 935 - 8168

FALL SPECIAL

)

• l 00% Human Hair
• Semi Hand-made
• Wide Range of

Colors
• Save up to 40%
From

THE

$3950

SANDALS

$14 up
$10 up
' $3.50 up
COME SEE us AT
306 N. DALE MABRY
BAGS
BELTS

•

Sew+ng and Costume Supplie.
• Millinery and Needle Point

I

I

BILLFOLDS
VESTS
HAIRPIECES

$8 up
$25 up
$1.50

!<ut£ fi~~r"

ALL ITEMS MADE TO ORDER

WIG COIFFURES

Northgate
Shopping Center
8913 Florida Ave.
Phone 932-2232

Phone 877-5983

In Person!

Gernhard Ent. Presents

THE GENIUS - RAY CHARLES

THE

COLA

I F;.ILY ;LA~N;~;";E;;~ I

II

I

I
ill

I

II
I

I.

Ph. 238·1335

w
m

G. I. Stricldand - 4PSY

I

i!!llJ.ilJ

Bay Players
Looking For
More Hands

'
\

Starring

RAY CHARLES
THE BAELETTS-BIL·
L
Y
PRESTON
.
' and
THE RAY CHARLES ORCHESTRA

CURTIS
HIXON
HALL
TUESDAY, APRIL 16th
-

8:00 p.m.

All Seats Reserved $2.00, $3.00, $3.50, $4.00
Tickets Available at Curtis Hixon Hall, All Sears Stores, Belk-Lindsey of Britton Plaza,
College Hill Pharmacy, Central Shoe Repair, Ebony Drive-In

~

~
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NORTH TAMPA'S ONLY AIR CONDITIONED MALL

THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY

3
BIG
DAYS

56th ST. · & TEMPLE TERRACE HWY.
JUST REGISTER & WIN FREE!
•

23'' SYLVANIA COLOR TV
No Purchase Necessary ••• Need Not Be Present To Win
90-DAY WARRANTY AND FREE DELIVERY by ECONOMY TV CENTER of Terrace Plaza

MODEL CF481

-PLUS'!

BIG ADDITIONAL PRIZE

SIX
REGISTER FREE .
THURSDAY -FRIDAY - SATURDAY
IN ALL STORES

Fill Out

.••••••••••....••...•••.•...••..••...•.••••...............................•...

And Deposit

REGISTRATION BLANK

at

NAME ....... .

TERRACE

•

•

•

•

•

I

•

e

I

I

PHONE . . . . . ......... . CITY

MERCHANTS

FOR TWO
TO

SAN SALVADOR
CENTRAL AMERICA
VIA:

•

e

I

I

I

e

I

I

•

I

I

e

•

ADDRESS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

PLAZA

3 DAY TRIP

ZENITH
TRANSISTOR
RADIOS

•

I

•

e

'

f

e

•

f

I

I

•

t

I

I

•

f

I

. . . . . . AGE .. ...•

..... .. ............

... ..

TA c A
INTERNATIONAL AIRLINES
MIAMI, 242 BISCAYNE BLVD., 358-0066

*Round Trip via: TACA International Airlines
Plus 3-Day . Hotel Accommodations

ADDITIONAL ENTRY BLANKS AVAILABLE AT ALL STORES

(Meals Not Furnished)

·-----------------~--------------------------------··························

I

I

SHOP ALL . THESE STORES DURING THEIR GRAND OPENING
FREE WALLET SIZE
COLOR PHOTOS

FREE .
COLOR ANTENNA

THURS.-FRl.-SAT. IO A.M. to 4 P.M.

WITH PURCHASE OF ANY
COLOR TV $27.95 VALUE

TERRACE CAMERA. SHOP

ECONOMY TV CENTER

LADIES'

REGISTER FOR
FREE TOSHIBA
COLOR TV

HEEL LIFTS
Rubber or
Leat her

49¢

TEMPLE TERRACE
SHOE SERVICE

OPEN I 0 A.M. to 9 A.M.
IN THE MALL
MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
GOODY'S SHOES

FOX DE LUXE

AQUA NET

PEPPERONI PIZZA

HAIRSPRAY
44¢

I lb. 2 oz.

BUY
ONE AT 99c

GET ONE
FREE

Ca n

PERMANENT WA VE
Reg.

I 0.00

$7 • 95

COIFFURE de ·ROMA

PUBLIX MARKET

TG & Y STORE

BEAUTY SALON

DRY CLEANING SPECIAL

BENEFICIAL

OPEN I 0:00 A.M. to 9:00 P.M .
ConYenient Charge Accounts A uilable

FINANCE CO.

MEN'S & YOUNGER MEN'S SIZES

8919 TERRACE PLAZA

IN SLACKS , SHIRTS AND SPORT COATS

FREMACS

2-TROUSERS .. $1.19
5 SHIRTS (Folded} . ... $1.09
COLONIAL

PH . 988.5253

GORDON'S JEWELERS

CLEANERS & LAUNDRY

LOANS UP TO $600

FREE PRIZES
EVERY HOUR
THURSDAY, APRIL I I th
CASEY'S

IN THE MALL
THE FINEST IN
ICE CREAM & CANDIES
FRANCES WILLARD

BARBER SHOP

ICE CREAM & CANDIES

THE FINEST
\ 1 11 DRYERS \ l 24 WASHERS
1
2 DRY CLEANING UNITS
\
. OPEN 7 DAYS 8 A.M . TO 9:30 P.M.

YOU ALWAYS SAVE
MORE AT THE
FAMILY STORE

COIN

WESTERN AUTO

LAUNDRY & DRY CLEANING

THE FAMILY STORE

